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1I ADVANCED COURSE IN THE DESIGN OF ELECTRICAI liiACHINBS
INTRODUCTION
While very many hooks have heen puhlished on the design
of electrical machines, and the market almost flooded with
such
literature, it has been found impractical to introduce any one
of these as a Texthook in the Department of Electrical Engineering
at the University of Illinois. The reason for this is,
that
either the hooks are highly specialized and deal with only one
or two types of machines or otherwise are too general and lack
the specific information which is essential to a thorough
under-
standing of the subject. Finally the books are as a rule
written by men who, while theoretically qualified to design mach-
ines, have had no practical experience.
In this thesis an attempt is made to give a practical
course in design, a course which follows closely the lines used by
one of the largest manufacturing companies, and which also em-
phasizes the fundamental principles and theory of these machines.
The author herewith wishes to thank Dr. Ernst J. Berg
for his assistance in furnishing the method of attack and
machine
constants which have been successfully used in the design
of com-
mercial machines now in operation.
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II
FOEII OF MODBRIJ GEITSRATORS
.
Tlie three main parts of the direct current generator
may "be given as
1 . The armature
.
2. The field structure.
3. The commutator.
In the designing of these machines an attempt is made
to ohtain the greatest possilDle output with a minimum input and
to arrive at these results with as small an outlay of material
and labor as possible.
In order to produce a given amount of magnetic flux
Y:ith a minimum expenditure of magneto motive force, the modern
generator has developed to the form shown in figure 1 .
In small machines t}ie over all dimensions are governed
partly by efficiency in trie use of materials and partly by appear-
ance
,
although practically all field frames conform in appearance to
that shown in figure 1 , and also the form of each individual part
is affected more or less by the kind of material used. In case
of field frames and magnets , either cast iron,, cast steol, wrought
iron or malleable iron each has its own peculiar magnetic pro-
perty and thus must be dealt v.^ith accordingly.
Cast iron is a material low in permeability but also low
in cost. While cast steel and wrought iron are both high permeabil-
ity materials and also high in cost .although the increased cost is
very often justified by the greater ability of these materials to
carry flux at a higher density, thus decreasing the weight of a.
machine and also where the magnetic circuit is to be surrounded by
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copper the reduced area will mean a great reduction in the more
expensive copper. The curves figure 3 , v/ill give a compar-
ison in permea"bility of cast steel, wrought iron and gray cast
iron.
Wrought iron does not lend itself to special shapes,
"but may "be used as thin plates and is more often used in this form
than in any other, and thus is often used to build up field cores
and shoes where the eddy current loss must be reduced.
Cast steel is easily cast in any form and is therefore
used largely where pole cores and field frames are cast in one
piece
.
Field cores are fastened to the yoke or frame in several
ways^ as for instance,
1. Cast with yoke.
(a) Botli core and yoke cast steel.
(b) Both core and yoke cast iron.
(c) Gore cast steel, yoke cast iron.
2. Laminated core fitted to cast steel yoke.
3. Laminated core fitted to cast iron yoke.
In all cases a shoe is either cast or fitted to the core
30 as to reduce the density in the air gap.
Prom the above it is seen that laminated pole cores must
be rectangular and it is also evident that a coil wound around a
rectangular core will contain more copper than the same coil wound
around a circular ;nole of the same area, but the rectangular lam-
inated pole will greatly reduce the eddy current loss, which is be
coming more and more a factor as the manufacturer reduces the num-
ber of slots in the armature discs.
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lihe greater the numlDer of slots tlie greater v/ill "be the
amount of insTilation used and lience the poorer will l)e the space
factor, and again as the num'ber of slots are reduced the greater
will the variation of flux distribution at the surface of the pole
shoe and hence the greater tlie eddy current loss in the shoe and
pole core. Hence here we liave to work ou.t a Dalance of conditions
to produce the "best results with the least cost for materials \ised.
The ampere turns needed per pole depend almost entirely
upon the folloY/ing,
(a) Length of air gap.
(b) Density in air gap.
as in the modern generator approximately 86% of the total m.m.f
.
per ;nole is expended on the gap.
The length of air gap is fixed partljr by mechanical
considerations and partly by electrical conditions and hence we
see that the ai:ipere turns per pole are almost independent of the
number of poles.
It is easy to see that the circle has the least perimeter
for a given area, so that a comparison may be made of bi-polar and
multipolar machines based on the same total flux, watts lost and
material used. Therefore the comparison is between an area made
up of a large number of small circles and two large circles or
between the perimeter of one large circle whose area is "a", and "n"
a
small circles each having an area -.
Let us take the case of a bi-polar maciiine and a 2n pole
machine of same total flux. Let T = turns per pole in each case.
Area of pole core for bi-polar = a.
a
• Area of pole core for 2n poles = n •
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Diameter of -nole core for "bi-polar is proportional to v/aT
/a
Diaraster of pole core for n poles is proportional to /-
Periphery of pole core for "bi-polar is proportional to /aT
Periphery of pole core for n poles is proportional to
Total length of copper for iDi-polar will lje.^_^ 2T V a.
a
Total length of copper for n poles will l^e Zii']}J---
Ratio of field copper in a Iji-polar to field copper in
stJT" 1 (1)2n pole mac nine is r^=^ =
^ 2nT [~r
Obviously the tendency vfould he to huild hi -polar
machines if we were to consider only field copper. However large
machines can not he huilt as hi-polar machines due to commutation
and to magnetic lealiage. The ahove of course relates only to
field copT>er and Qot to armature copper wliich would he much greater
in the hi-polar than in the multipolar due to the great length of
end turn required.
The armature core is huilt of a very soft laminated steel
and has the form of a slotted drum, the armature conductors being
placed into these slots.
The commutators of all machines are very sfailar, all
having the same general shape of com.iutator segment, see page 52
for shape and specifications.
Having decided on the material to he used in the differ-
ent parts of a machine the dimensions will depend on the following
conditions
.
Maximum flux dens i t i e s
.
The watts to be dissipated.

The temperature rise.
The fliix and current densities to "be used are-
about as follows.
TABLE I.
Density in Material
Armature body Sheet iron or steel stampinf^s
Armature teeth Sheet iron or steel stampings
Air gap Air
Pole cores Cast steel or ¥;rougIit iron
Yoke Cast steel or ?n.' ought iron
Yoke Cast iron
Lines per sij,. in.
. 60000 - 95000
120000 - 155000
20000 - 60000
75000 - 100000
70000 - 100000
35000 - 50000
GUHRMT DEHSITY TO BE USED.
In armature
Gommutator risers
Shield coils
Amperes per
sq. in.
1500
2000
2400
4000
600
800
1000
sq_. mils
per ampere.
667
500
417
250
1670
1250
ampere
847
637
531
318
2126
1591
In small generators of say 5 kilowatt the air gap den-
sity seldom ezceeds 30,000 lines per square inch, while in large
generators of 500 kilowatt a coimon figure would be 60,000 lines
per square inch.
AIR GAP CALCULATIONS.
For good conrnutation it has been found that the follow-
ing ratios should be applied to machines with out interpoles.
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Ampere turns per "nole to force flux t]irou,":li gap and teeth
fa) =
AniDere turns on armature per pole
E = 0.7 - 1.4-
Density in t'le air gap at full load, (lines square inch)
(t)
Ampere conductors per inch periphery
K = approximately 100 - 150
150 being used with machines of small ampere conductors per
inch neriphery.
Terminal voltaf?e
fc) -
Volts per segment
Eg = 20 - 33 1/3 for 100 volt inachines.
K = 35 1/3 - 50 for 500 volt machines.
Example (h) gives a method for determining the proper
density to use in the air gap as a function of the ampere conduc-
tors per inch periphery. Fnile case (a) gives a good rule for
determining the length of air gap since ampere turns on armature
per pole x K = .313 Bg Lg. (2)
V/here B = density in air gap lines square inch
S
Ii = length of air gap in inches
DEPTH OP SLOT AS A FJNGTIOil OF THE DIAI'.rETER OF THE MAGHIUE
ARLIATURE
.
Let V/g = V7idth of slot.
Let = width of tooth at armature periphery,
t = totcl number of teeth.
D = diameter of armature.
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n D
Then at the armature periphery V/g + W-^ =
Let W„ = Mn X Y/. or = Mn = a ratio
.31 t
^t =
n D
fl + Ml )t
n D %
and ¥ = ——
^ t (1 + Ml)
(3)
(4)
Let Lg = diameter of tlie armature measured at the
bottom of the slot.
Width of tooth at "bottom =
n Lc n L M-1
t (1 ^ I
IT
t
Lg fl + M^) - L 11-^
(1 + m-l)
(5)
(6)
Let = density at roots of teeth
L' = net iron length of the armature
Flux per tooth = L
Lc fl + Mn ) - D
1 + lii
Let = ratio pole arc to pole pitch
L n L r
Pole face arc
Let B = pole face density
B L n D r
Flux from pole face =
P %
The number of teeth carrying the flux is t, rp
^
-
7/here Mg is greater than unity to allov/ for fringing.
Flux carried by teeth per pole
1 M-,
Bt
f7)
f8)
f9)
flO)
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TTierefore
n L D n Da (1 + M-i ) - Mt D1
1 y.
P 2
B^ L D fl + %^ - % 35
P
B^ i 1 +
(11)
B L
Putting —
—
E and transposing
K D fl M-l) = Dg (1 + M^) - 1% D
K D fl + M3_) + M-L D = \ (1 + M-l)
Kfl + M]_) U-^ = Dg (1 -f M^)
1 + M-,
E (1 + M^^) + 11-^
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
and
D =
D - Dc
2
D - Dc
(1 + Ml) Dg
E"fl~+~M;jL^ ^ %
d[e(1 + M^) +
___________
E (1 + 5-^1"-"%
1 - E (1 + M^)
2 (1 + M3_)'
d[ E(1 + M]_) + Mr^
(1 + M-^)
(16)
(17)
(18)
E must "be less than
1 M^^
^ 50000
As an example -i^ = ^-7= 155000Bt
Mg =1.1 M-]_ = 1
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50000 X 1.25
Tlien K = - =
Mg L' 135000 X 1.1
L'
L
1.35 (19)
K = .4E
Depth of slot « .043)
This value of depth of slot is usually exceeded in
small maohines or maohines with relatively small diameter and
the ratio is seldom taken as unity but some factor greater
than unity. Also this formula is based on the assTimption that
all the flux entering the armature passes through the teeth an
assumption that is far from true especially at high densities as
will be shown below,
CORRECTION FOR FLUX DEITSITY II ARI.IATURE TEETH.
When low densities are used in armature teeth it is
evident that all or very nearly all the flux entering the arma-
ture from a pole piece will take this path rather than pass through
the slot T/vhich has a much lower magnetic conductivity.
If we let a = width of a tooth
b = width of a slot
K = effective length of the armature say = .75
of the total length
L = depth of slot
Then area of one tooth = Ka
II
K b .25 Ka
''\ Then area of one slot = --- ^
I
.75 .75
(20)
Assume 9 = total flux to be passed through tooth and slot
= flux through the slot
.
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Then - 9^ = fltix through one tooth, and since the oonduotanoe
of any ma^netio circuit is — — we have the
^ ^ length
K a A
Conductance of one tooth =
1.34 h E + .33 K a
Conductance of one slot = r since for air
= 1 and therefore the total flux will divide and pass through
the two paths according to their conductances, or
1.34 K b .33 K a
(21)
El
I- 1.34 b + .33 a
K a_^
~
"""l"""
and from the ahove equation
Tl {a^+ 1.34 b + .33 a)
cp =
1.34 b .33 a
If we assume all the flux passes through the teeth then
we can find the ratio of apparent flux density to true flux density.
Tl (ax^+ 1.34 b .33 a)
\
cp 1.34 b + .33 a
j
1.34 b + .33 a
Or
9 a^* 1.34 b + .33 a
= (22)
9 - 9i a XX
Now let B a. the density in teeth assuming all the flux
I
passes through the teeth, and let = true density when 9 - 9i =
flux through teeth. Then B is proportional to 9 and B^ is pro-
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B a/K-*- 1.34 b + .33 a (23)portional to 9 - 9-, and
9 - 9i %
By inspection of equation 23 it is seen that for low values
of B, will be very large in proportion to 1,34 b .33 a and
hence B^ will be very nearly equal to B, but as the density be-
comes very high as in railway motors B-j^ will be considerable less
than B and therefore the correction is small for moderate flux
densities and large for high flux densities.
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ITUMBBR OF TEETH.
For economy the fewer the teeth the better, while for a
good flux distrihution at the pole face a large numl^er of teeth
per pole are required. Again, when few teeth are used a large
nujnher of ooils per slot will he required, and trouble may he in-
troduced due to position of the slot with respect to the pole when
the first or last coil in this slot is comrautated. This is es-
pole arc
pecially true in machines using a large ratio p5ig-pitch * ^
rule that is often applied is to make the number of slots equal to
four times the diameter of the armature in inches, which means the
slot pitch will be - i.e. width of slot and tooth at armature
4
face = 4 = approximately .8". It is evident of course that for
small motors such as one-fourth to one horse power that this rule
will not hold since ,8" slot pitch in the small sizes of motors or
generators would be too large to give a reasonable flux distribu-
tion under the pole face.
CALCULATION OF FIELD jUCPERE TURIIS.
Let Ay = area of yoke perpendicular to lines of force.
Let A = area of core perpendicular to lines of force,
c
Let Ap. a area of gap perpendicular to lines, of force.
o
Let A^ = area of teeth perpendicular to lines of force.
} Let A = area of armature perpendicular to lines of force,a
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density in yoke lines per sqxiare inch,
density in core lines per square inch etc.
length 01 magnetic path in yoke per pole,
length of magnetic path in core etc.
The length for a given machine may easily he calculated
and the areas of the various sections depend on the material used
and on the total flux to he carried, the proper density has been
given on page 5 •
The area of the air gap may be calculated by assuming
its area to be
Area of pole face + arc of teeth under a pole
divided by 2 or
A + A
_E 5 where At = area(under one pole) of teeth
at armature face. Some designers add 10% for fringing as the
above expression assumes that the flux passes in straight lines
from the pole face to armature teoth. A more correct relation is
Pole arc + air gap length x constant.
This constant depends chiefly upon the ratio
distance het'vveen riole shoes (24)
——— .
'
length of air gap
TABLE II
Let
Let
Let \
Let L
c
distance between shoes
length of gap
Constant
distance betv/een shoes
length of gap
Constant
4 5 6 7
1.52 1.59 1.79 1.98
18 22 24 26
3.15 3.4 3.51 3.61
8 9 10 14
2.15 2.3 2.45 2.84
28 50 40 50
5.7 5.78 4.14 4.4
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And area of air f^ap using these constants will be
Effective pole arc = Pole arc + constant x Lg
Effective area of pole slioe =
Pole arc + constant x ^ length of pole shoe
-^tAir gap area = . (25)
LEAZAGE FACTOR.
Since the reluctanco of the air gap is high it is evident
that a portion of the flux generated in the pole core ir^ill pass be-
tween poles and not enter the armature bodjr. Thus it is evident
that for a given armature flux a greater flux must be generated by
the field ampere turns and must be carried by the pole core and
yoke as illustrated in figure 4 .
_ ,
Flux- in field core \The ratio = /
Flux entering armature body
where X is known as the leakage factor.
TABLE III
Approximate lealcage factors.
Killowatts
^ .
Killo^vatts
5 l.£5 - 1.4 50
"
10 1.26 - 1.55 100
25 1.2 - 1.5 200
1.15 - 1.25
1.1 - 1.2
1.08 - 1.15
For any given armature flux we may now find the flux
carried by any section of the generator and hence may settle the
density. From the magnetization curves we can find the ampere
turns necessary per unit length to produce this flux density and
by multiplying by the length of path in each case we may find the
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correct number of ampere turns per field pole.
MAGNBTI3ATI0IT CURVE.
The magnetization curve for any machine may "be found by
the satne process since the volta?;e will increase directly v/ith the
armature flux and for any armature flux we can calculate the neces-
sary ampere turns per pole
CALOULATIOII OP SIZE OF SITimT FIELD WIRE.
Let IT = required number of ampere turns per pole.
Let E = terminal voltar:e of the generator.
Let R = field resistance all coils in series.
3 E
~4" 3 E .
Then I = = --- assuming 75/b of the terminal voltage
R 4 R .
to be consumed across the field windings.
ITow let L = mean length of one turn in feet and II =
number of poles.
3 E
I = R = LxTxrnxU
4 R -L
• 75 E
I = where r-^^ = resistance of conduc-
L X T X H
tor per foot.
.75 E
Or = (So)
L X IT X IT
If r^ = resistance of coxiductor per 1000 feet then
750 E
r = which determines the size of field
1 L X IT X U
wire to be used for any given E.M.F. and number of ampere turns, the
only other factor entering is the watts lost per square inch of ra-
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diating surface of tlie coil as v/ill be shown later.
For small machines not above 250 volts single cotton
covered wire provides sufficient insulation and .01 incli must be
added to the diameter of the wire, this will allow not only for the
covering but also for any irregularities in the wire. For larger
machines and higher voltages we usually use double cotton covered
wire and ..018 inch must be added to its diameter.
The turns per layer will therefore be
length of v/inding space
_
diameter of covered wire*
, „ -, de-Dth of coil , , .
number of layer =
-T---7 — 7— and cross sectiondiameter 01 wire
area = (diameter of wire) x number of turns per coil.
Space factor, round conductors, no bedding.
Let d-j_ = diameter of bare wire.
Let d = diameter of wire insulated.
2
Area of copper = .
Space occupied by each conductor = d^
n di2
S-oace factor = 00 = = .7854 ---5,
4 d2
Consider extreme case of bedding.
(27
Area of bare conductor
Space occupied by each conductor will be a hexagonal as shovrn
in fi;gure 6 and the area of this hexagonal is found to be
13 X
I
X
I
tan 30 = .86 d^
2 2
^ ^ .7854 d. ^ ^1Space factor cd = r^^- = .90o
.86 d"^ d^
(28)
For rectangular conductors the space factor depends only
on the thickness of insulation as tiie winding space is completely
filled. The radiation of heat is also much better when rectan-
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gular mre is used, since there will he no air spaces hetween tarns,
air heing a very poor conductor of heat. Therefore square or
rectangular conductors should he used whenever possible.
SERIES FIEID CALGULATIOIT.
When a generator is to he huilt with a compound winding
it is necessary to predetornino approsimately the numher and size
of these turns. This may he done provided the full load voltage
he known.
Let E-^ = no load voltage and Eg = tlie full load voltage
at the terminals of the generator.
Let If = shunt field current.
Let I3 = load current.
Let Sa = resistance of the armature.
Let R = resistance of t]ie series field.
Let
«f
= resistance of the shunt field.
When full load lino current is flowing we have Eg as
terminal e.m.f. Therefore v;e must generate in tlie armature of the
machine not only a voltage = Eg, hut also
(Ig + If ) (Ra ^ Rq) Inrush drop. (29)
The brush loss will be shown to he 1.8 z fig ^ If)
watts = (Ig + If)^ X Rt3.
Therefore total voltage generated will he
Eg + (Ig + If) (Ra + Rc) 1»8 (30)
By substituting this value of e.m.f. in the formula for
electromotive generated we find the value of flux which must be
produced to give the new voltage.
By the same method as used for calculating- the shunt
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ampere turns we can find the mew value of ampers turns = A T^i for
full load.lTow since tlie E.M.F. at full load is greater tlian at no
load and, since the shunt field is connected directly across the
terminals of the machine, the shunt ampere turns at full load -will
"be increased in the sam.e proportion. See Fig.
Hence the series ampere turns will he
A - A Tg = A (31)
YHiere A.T^ = full load ampere turns reciuired, A.Tg = ampere turns
(shunt field) full load and A = ampere turns to be provided "by
the series field neglecting armature reaction. Therefore to cal-
culate the total series ampere turns ; add to A the numher of
armature conductors between adjacent pole horns multiplied by the
current in each conductor.
Let 2. = conductors between adjacent pole horns and I.
- current in each conductor. Then total series ampere turns will
be (A Tq + I.Z.)
In machines of large output it is standard practice to
carry only a portion of the total current through the series wind-
ing the remainO.er being passed through a shunt around the series
winding. This shunt is. made adjustable and the machine can be
made to flat or over compound by simply adjusting the shunt. Tliis
also avoids the use of very large series field conductors,
THE GEITERATIOIT OF ELECTRO-MO TITE FORGE.
When a conductor is moved across a magnetic field an
electro-motive force is generated therein. The value of tliis
E.M.F. is proportional to the rate of cutting lines of force or
d 9
e = T-3r = fliD: cut per unit of time. See Fig. 8.
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Suppose the ooil of wire represented by a.b.c.d, is
rotated in the magnetic field. Then for every revolution the
fltLJC 2 ^ill he cut by the conductors four times and if one revo-
lution is made per second the average electro-motive force induced
therein will be
E averaf?e =49 How if the coil contains n turns
E average = 4 9 n and if the coil malies S re-
volutions per second
E average = 4: ^ n 3 in abvolts. , ^2^)
If the magnetic field and the speed of rotation is uni-
form the S. M. F. at the term.inals of the coil at any instant
may be represented by a sine curve as shown in figure 9
Where T. represents the time of one revolution or time
of one complete cycle therefore one revolution per second will
represent one cycle per second, and since freciuency, f , is defined
as the cycles per second we may substitute in equation 32, f for
S and obtain
E average = 4 9 n f in abvolts or
-P
E average = 4 9 n f 10 in volts.
Where 9 = total flux per pole
n = furns in series.
f = cycles per second.
This formula v/ill hold for any number of poles provided
9 is designated as the flux per pole, and since
2
f = (33)
We may write
4 2 n P S
E avera^re = — --n— (34)
2 X 10^
where n = turns in series as above.
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In all direct current generators tliere are at least
tv70 groups of windings in multiple and tliere may "be as many as
there are poles. Therefore if we let 2 = the total conductors
2
on the armature and since g = n, the equation "becomes
^ ^ ^ ^ C^^)B average = ^^'^i
P'x 10^
YThere P* = the nuinher of paths through tlie armature, or
- z 2 = numher of conductors in series on the armature.
Thus we have the general expression
2 2 ^ P
E averapre = p which may he a-ny-ilied to any type
P' X 10^
of armature r/inding.
V/hen the conductors of the armature are carrying current
a magneto motive force is set up which produces a flux at right
angles to the field fluH: as shown in figure 10 , and therefore a
resultant fluz is produced in the armature as shovm in figure 11
It would seem that since the resultant field is greater
than the original field the electro-motive force generated would
be greater, iiowever this is not tl^e case as only the flvji at
right angles to the brushes can produce an electro-m.otive force at
the brushes.
So long as the brushes remain in the neutra.! position
i.e. fin such a position that the armature field is at right ang-les
to the main field) the strength of the main field is practically
unchanged, but the instant the brushes are shifted in either direc-
tion from the neutral axis there is set up a component of the arma-
ture turns in such a direction as to weaken or strengthen the main
field.
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For the proper operation of a generator the axis of the
coils undergoing comnmtation should he at right angles to the res-
ultant field.
With the brushes in the position shovm. in figure 11
and assuming the reluctance of the main field = tlie reluctance of
the armature field, we "ave
I = JI + I T'g^ (36)
If we move the bru-shes forward as shown in figure
then the direction of the armature field is also changed. The
resultant field will also change from that shOYm in figure H and
it would seem that the brushes would never reach a position such
that the axis of comijiutation is at right angles to the resultant
field, but in actual practice this is often accomplished.
Suppose we move the brusr.es forward to some position in
advance of that shovm in figure 11 . The angley3 would then
be greater than a right angle and the brushes would not be in the
neutral position as I Tg, ^^'^^ ^
^f considered as constant in
value
•
From figure 12 it is seen that I is less than I
besides being shifted by the angle o) and hence if the brushes are
in the true neutral position
~
2 2 2
I = I - I (37)
or 2 p 2
I Tr = I Tf - I Ta (38)
and CO = the angle through which the brushes must be shifted to be
in the neutral position^
= sin"-*- thus if we know I and I T^? , co .
I Tf a I
may be determined.
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Altliough tliis mothod shov;s clearly what liappens in the
armature of the machine the calculations should not he relied upon
unless the effectiveness of the field and armature ampere turns are
known, since each will have a different reluctance.
It is usually hotter to consider the armature ampere
turns as split up into tvro magneto motive forces, or two solenoids
half the conductors heing on each side hut split up into two parts
as indicated in figLire 12 . The small solenoid composed of the
conductors in the douhle angle co at the top and hottom of the arma-
ture form one solenoid and the remaining conductors on each side
of the armature form the second solenoid. It is evident from
the diagram that the small solenoid will produce a fluK opposed to
the field flux and the large solenoid will produce a flux at right
angles to the field flxcc. Therefore the formor ampere turns I'T^
are called shifting or distorting ampere turns.
Let Tg^ = total armature turns-. Let co = the angle
through which the "brushes are shifted.
The demagnetizing ampere turns 7/ill he
_^ (39)
360
total current
and for an n pole machine the current per turn = =
lo
.
4Tp CO Ip
-2
,
then the demagnetizing ampere turns per pole will = i^^^---^
" v^o. oouxn
and therefore the shifting ampere turns will he the difference be-
^ /.^\tween total ampere turns per pole and ^^Ts; . (40)
.t a. J. 90 X n
In calculating the field ampere turns necessary to over-
come the demagnetizing action of the arma,ture the brushes are as-
sumed to he shifted until 2cd = tho distance between tlie pole shoes
as has been stated before and the total ampere turns on the field
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will then "be
CO I
I T total = I T-p + where I = total or
90 n ®
line current,
IITSULATIOI
.
In choosing the insulation to he used for electric
machinery great, care nuist he taken to ohtain not only a great dia-
letric strength hut also mechanical strength and it is an uirrortu-
nate fact that the insulations that possess good dialetric qualities
usually have poor mechanical properties.
The chief materials which may he used due to their mechan-
ical rather than electrical strength are given helow with values of
their disruptive strengths.
'Eff. volts. Disruptive
Brown paper .04" thick
.
VOOO
Red rope paper .04" think 6800
Express paper .04" thick 7000
ilanila paper .04" thick 6000
Dry
Press spahn paper .04" thick 9000
Eom fiher paper .04" thick 6000
Dry wood (maple) .04" thick GOOO
IJone of tiiese materials have a very high disruptive
strength due to the fact that they will all ahsorh moisture.
Besides these many other insulations are used such as
cotton and flax fahrics which are made up and impregnated with in-
sulating cor:ipounds and sold under trade names as fl) varnished linen
(2) varnished long-cloth, (3) varnished canvass, (4) Empire cloth.
These materials have a disruptive strength of 7000-10000
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eff. volts per ten mills thickness. Tliey liave great mechanical
strength and are very flexible.
Of materials possessing a high dialetric strength and
poor mechanical quality the hest know:n is "mica". The disruptive
strength of this material varies greatly and lias heen found to he
from 20,000 to 200,000 eff . volts per .04" thick. Furthermore it
is practically fire proof and suffers only V7hen hoxit sharply or
when so placed as to loose its thiclrness due to flakes being torn
off.
To over come this it is made up in various special forms
hy heing cemented on to a hacking, a mica-paper, mica-long cloth,
or mica canvas. It is also made up with shellac or otlier cement
into micanite and as such V7hile hot may be molded into any form
desired. The following table will give comparative disruptive
strengths
:
Material
Micanite .04" thick
Mica canvas .04" thick
Ivlica cloth .04" thick
Mica pa-Der .04" thick
Disruptive strength eff. volts
50 , 000
2,500
2,500
15,000 -- 20,000
PORCELAIIT- See transformer design.
Llany rubber compounds have been and are still used, such
as vulcanite, and ebonite. These especially the latter are excel
lent insulators, but they suffer the disadvantage that if made fie
ible they soften at a very low temperature and if made hard they
are usually brittle.
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IHSULAn:iOH OP ROUiTD WIRE.
Insulated v/ire is made ^jj spinning over the wire a
coating of cotton or silk. Cotton coveret? v/ires are made in
three grades
(1) Single cotton covered S.C.C.
(2) Double cotton covered D.O.G.
(3) Tripple cotton covered T.G.C.
Silk covered mres are -asually donhle covered onl2/.
The thickness of these insulations vary somewhat with
t/ie diameter of the wire, but as can he seen from the wire table
the variation ia small and may he found for any size hy subtracting
the diameter hare from the diameter cotton covered as given in
tahle.
TEMPERATURE RISE • IIT ?IELD COILS.-
It is evident that the lieat generated in a field coil
due to its I^R loss must he radiated from its surface and v/e liave
therefore the following conditions.
(1) Tiiat tlie surface for cooling to he takOii into account
should he the whole surface i.e. external cylinOer of coil, internal
cylinder of coil and hoth ends.
(2) That these surfaces are not all equally valuable as radia-
tors.
(3) That the surface exposed to free air aild those next to metal
if eirnosed to circulation of air are ahout equal as radiators and
are the host for heat dissipation.
(4) That any surface so near the iron core, pole shoe, or yoke
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tliat no air is allowed to circulate is oiily aLout onG-lialf as val-
ualDle as surfaces exposed to circulating air.
(5) Tnat the temperature rise depends upon tlie thickness of
tlie coil and also on the amount of insulating material v/rapped
around the coil.
The formula for maximujn temperature rise may he T/ritten
as T = K ----- or T = K ? (41) T = de.^. C.
area A
YiThere W = ^vatts lost in coil, A = sum of all surfaces
included under (3) and one-half the surfaces under (4). A good
safe value of K = 100.
TEIIPERATIJRE RISE ARMTURIj:.
Causes
,
(a) 1^ loss in armature T^rindings.
Cb) Eddy current losses in armature conductors. This
loss is usually small and almost impossiole to calculate.
(c) Iron losses in armature core. Especially in
the teeth of toothed armatures these losses may be calculated or
taken from curves.
(d) Friction losses in hearings.
As in the case of field coils the heat radiated from the
armature depends upon the heat radiating surface and also on the
peripheral speed at which the armature is running.
One formula which has "been much used is
T = ? (42)
1 + h V A
a and b are constants, see Ti'i^. 13.
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V = peripheral speed in feet per mln.
P = watts lost in armature = ^a go^"- loss.
A = area radiatin;"; surface.
Tlie \'^iOle worth of this formula depends upon the method
of calculating A.
Two ways of calculating^ A will he given,
fl). The most common is, A = TT (diameter of arma-
ture X length over end connections)
(2). That which takes into consideration the venti-
lation ducts. V^here A is made up of the ^ of all the shaded areas.
For method (1) h = approximately .0005, a = 45 - 20.
The former value is taken for small machines as those
with armature diameters .up to eighteen inches where the internal
diameter is small and nearly filled with shaft and spider.
IPor method (2) a = 45 - 90 and h = .0005 for well
ventilated machines.
There are many other methods in use such as watts per
square inch radiating surface, using as this surface n x diamoter
X length of armature over all. 'iVliere v/atts per square
inch must not exceed a- certain value approximately 1 watt.
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ARIvIATURE WIITDIITGS.
There are tvro general types of armature windings, i.e.
the open coil and closed coil. The first tyjoe is used only for
arc lighting generators wliere a high voltage and constant current
is desired and since this machine is being rapidly replaced by the
mercury arc rectifier no further mention 7;ill he made concerning
the open coil armature.
For direct current generators that are at the present
time in use,many forms of closed coil V7indings are employed, hut
in this paper only the multiple circuit and two circuit tjrpe will
he described.
The closed coil armature apart from the commutator, forms
an endless v/inding, i.e. starting from any point in the winding one
would trace through the complete winding before returning to the
starting point. This is said to be a singly re-entrant winding
v/hereas a V7inding formed of two or more independent endless windings
each closing upon itself, is said to be "a multiply rer-entrant wind-
ing.
Thus in a doubly re-entrant v/inding there are two separate
vdndings each closing upon itself.
Again a closed circuit winding can have no less than two
circuits in parallel, each of these will have the same nurn'oer of
turns, and the current entering one brush will divide equally
through the two halves to unite again at the other brush.
There may however be more than two paths for a singly
re-entrant winding and of course there will be more than two paths
for a multiply re-entrant winding.

Close coil armature Y/indings may again 'oe divided into
drum and ring windings,
RIIJG ARIvL^TURE.
In order to make later explanations more clear reference
will liere be made to tlie ring armature wliicli at the present time
is nearly obsolete.
The simple Gramme ring wound armature consists of a
series of spiral ^7inding^ the beginning of the first being cormocted
to the end of tlie last, thus forming a closed winding. At ec^ual
distances around the periphery leads are brought out and connected
to the commutator and the brushes for a bi-polar are placed at the
neutral as shown in figure 14
If a = cross section of the armature wire in square
inches
,
L = total length of wire in inches.
Then the resistance of the wire all
P L
in series v/ill be ' wlier(
a
^ = specific resistance of copper at some definite temperature.
But tho resistance between the positive and negative brushes will
be since the length L is divided into two Daths and t-iese
4 a
paths are connected in multiple as shown by figure 14
From this ec[uation we may derive tiie general equation for
the resistance of a direct current armature, i.e.
/O T
Resistance of arm.ature = where
a
L = length of all 7;ires connected in series.
= specific resistance at a given temperature.
a = cross section area of series conductor,
n = number of paths through the armature.
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It is evident from figure 14 t'nat tliere vrlll oe a
comraatator segment for every turn on the armature, this is not
necessary as tliere may be many turns per segnent, at time^ reaohin?
as many as fifty or eiglity, depending upon conirnutation oontlitions
.
Figure 15 represents a ring armature vath four poles and
henoe foiir neutral points around the armature, and for Glectrical
balance -ve "/ill need four brushes. By tracing through tlie cir-
cuits it is evident that vie novf have four paths in parallel through
the armature windings. This represents the multiple circuit
winding there "being as manj circuits through the armature as there
are poles.
mmi wiiTDiirc.
From the preceeding figures it is evident that each coil
or spiral consists of two parts, i.e. the active conductor lying
on the surface and the conductor lying under the ring and forming
the connection between active conductors.
Eie essential difference between tlie ring and drum wind-
ing lies in tlie fact that in the latter both conductors are placed
on the surface of the armature and thus the inactive connector be-
comes an active conductor, v/hile the connector betvj'een these con-
ductors extends along the end of the armature.
From this difference we arrive at two essential points.
First, since in the ring winding there is an inner wire correspond-
ing to each surface conductor the number of conductors on trie sur-
face of a corresponding drum armature will be twice what it was in
the original ring. Consequently v^ether the ring were wound with
an odd or even number of coils the number of conductors on the drum
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woiind armature 1)8 011163 even.
Secondly, since in the case of the ring winding the con-
ductor lying on tlie inner surface carried current in a direction
opposite to th.e conductor to v/hion i L/ is directly/ co-niected* it
is evident that this conductor ^Then placed on flie drum wound arma-
ture must he placed in a field of opi-'osite polarity/ to the con-
ductor to \vhich it is directly connected'.
Figures 14 and 16 shovir the comparison of a singly re-en-
trant ring -.vinding developed into a drim v/inding. The concuctors
are so nuraherecl as to indicate in the drum T/indin-:, the conductor
and connector of tlie ring -v7ind3.ng,
The Roman nuinhers indicate the turns, I = old conductor
on ring, I' - nev: conductor v/hich on the ring macriine v/as the con-
nector,
3y looking at tjie figures it m.ay he seen that the old
conductors are odd numhered and the nev; conductors wiiich v;ere con-
nectors for f'le ring are even as indicated hy the Arahic numerals
marked continuously ::\round the armature.
The difference in the num.her I and I' is odd and consti-
tutes T/hat is knovm as the front pitch = y^?.
The difference hetT/een the numhers of IV and II is also
odd and is called hack pitch = y^. The front and hack pitch in
this case are respectively 11 and 9.
= -12 - (-1) = -11 (43)7.^
f-5) = (44)
(45)
ITor lap or multiple winding, it is seen that v/hen tracing
through the windings one progresses in one direction at tlio front,
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and the opposite at the 'baGl:. One pitch is Ufjiially considered
and the other - as shov/n ahove . Front pitch is the interval he-
tv/een conductors connected tor^ether at the front aiid is usually -.
Back pitch is the interval hetween conductors connected to-^:ether
at the bach and is usually +. Either iiia3'- he designated in number
of slots, inches or dOi^-rees spanned hy the coll.
Since the number of segments in tlris case is equal to the
number of coils and' since each coil constitutes only ono turn, it
is evident the munber of segments = l/2 the nujiiber of conductors.
G0L35JTAT0R PITCH.
If the connections to the coirLniutator be nunijorerl success-
ively, then, since there are always as many commutator sections as
coils their numbers may also be considered as applying to the coils.
J-]ut the order of the ends of tlie armature coils may not be the same
as these connections, nor noec' the'j be connected to neighboring
segm.ents. 'For this reason the term, comjnutator pitch is used to
denote th.e numerical difoTerence hotv^een the number given to one
commutator segment and the next one to v/hich the other end of the
same coil is comiected'.- This is clearly Ijrought out by the v/ave
winding.
LIULTIPOLAH DRUIvI WIiroillGS.
Ivhiltipolar '7indings are divided into two general classes,
i.e. m-ultiple circuit or lap-wound anc' tv;o circuit or wave wound.
The namiO lap winding comes from, the fact that in this type of wind-
ing the turns lap back, v/liile in the v/ave winding the turns pro-
gress from pole to pole. Tliis will be seen more clearly from the
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diagrams that r/ill follow.
THE SIIvIPLE IvIULTIPLE OH I-AP V/inDIiTCr.
It has he en shoYm that for the tr/o pole druin vjinding a
conductor imder a north pole is connected to a conductor which
lies under a south pole, and the same holds truo for a multipolar
machine
.
From an electrical point of viev/ these conductors need
not lie under adjacent poles, hut for mechanical reasons tlie arma-
ture may he more easily v/ound and less copper is reciuired for end
connections when the coil only spans from, one pole to fiie adjacent
pole.
As far as possible those conductors lyin^r una.er sim.ilar
portions of adjacent poles should he connected to^rether as fiiis
tends to give the m^aximum e. m. f. for a _^iven speed and flux. If
the forv^ard pitch is made very much g-reater or less than the "oole
nitch both conductors will come imder the influence of the sam.e
polarity and tend to -ive zero e. m. f. for this particular turn.
Nevertheless windings are in use where the front pitch is less than
the pole pitch. This type of winding is ]-movm as the fractio
pitch or cord v/inding and has tlie advantage of usinr: a sr.aller
amount of co-'-per for end connections than does the full pitch wind-
ing. As a general rule the front pitch y.^. is usually eciual to or
sli-^htly less than the pole pitch and when expressed in num.ber of
teeth must he odd. The hack pitch is (y.^ - 2 ) and given the
+ sign.
Furthermore it is evident that this winding divides itself
into as many circuits as there are poles and that the e. m. f. and
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hence the currents in each of theae windings oppose eac^i other and
hence for the proper collection of current there rmist "be as many
brushes as there are poles and the "bruslies must be placed at the
points where these currents meet,
Fifrure 18 represents a four pole lap windin:^, tiie wind-
ing form.ula being,
6 _ (_i) _5 (46)
= +7 (47)
Commutator pitch = 1 (48)
y-jg = (y^ - 2) and give-n the ^^ositive si;^n.to denote pro-
gression in the opposite direction.
There are in thio winding twenty-four armature conductors,
twelve coils of one turn per coil or tv/o conductors por coil and
tv'elve commutator segm.ents.
It is sometimes convenient to e:q;3ress the connections in
a conventional v/inding diagram. Thus for the above winding will
be
7f
^b = ^ -
1
1 10 12 7 14 15
In the m.ultiple circuit winding as sho-yrn in Figure
we find by tracin-: through the windings the following conditions
or connections. Starting with conductor number 1
_§ 3 10
12 14 etc. That is startinrr with conductor numl^er 1 we pro-
ceed to the back of the arm.ature the by end connection across the
back to conductor number 8, then to the front of t-io armture and
through comm.utator segment number 2 to conductor niLmber 3 etc. This
shov/s the laping bach of the windings from v/hich the name '"Lap V/ind-
ing" was derived. Figure 19 represents the winding diagram for
figure 18 developed, which malies the positions of conGuctors
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relative to poles and oorarautator segments more easily understood.
RESISTAIICE OP DRUIvI AELi[A'TIIRE WIJUDING.
Let L' = lenrrth of '.^ire in armature in inches,
a = cross section area in square inches.
jO = specific resistance of copper.
P = thxC numljer of poles.
/Op'
T>ien resistance of totr..l Y.dre in series = / -- ohms.
AS.
^
a
The resistance r-cr path = ohms.
The resistance of all paths in multiple = ---- = ---^ ohms.
P.P a P*^
SQUALIZIITG RINGS.
In m.ultipolar machines and especially lar^e multipolar
machines it is essential that the e. ra. f. in armature sections
he exactly "balanced, otherv;ise cross currents will flo?; l:etv;een
them, V7hich increases the heatin^^, loTrers the efficiency and de-
creases the out put of the macliine for a definite temperature rise.
Since the numher of conductors per circuit is equal, the
difference in potential will be due to eitlier a difference in flux
per pole or a difference in fluz distribution over the pole surface,
caused by wearing of the bearings, bending of the shaft, or any
irregularity of pole- face or teeth.
^0 prevent these currents from passing through all the
armature conductors, they are made to circulate through what is
kno-wn as equalizing rings, whereby the potentials of the different
circuits are m.ade equal.
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Let 113 tal:e an example oi an armature v/itli one hundred
forty-four oonductors and wound for an elcfat pole field structure,
llie number of conductors per pole mil then he equal to ei;^hteen
and hence the pitch in conductors from say conductor numher 1 and
a conductor similarly situated under a similar adiacont pole will
be thirty-six. ihereiore conductors #1, ]}37 , #73 and -#109 occupy
t~ie same position -Tith respect to polos of like polarity and should
therefore have the same potential differences if the flux cut by
each is tlie same and in order to equalize there potentials they
should be connected to the same ring.
How suppose 770 choose to use six equalizinif^; rings. Then
v;e must connect every sixth conductor to a ring or our next scries
will be connected to ring #2, 7 - 43 - 79 - 105. And to ring #3,
13 - 49 - 85 - 121, to ring #4, 19 - 55 - 91 - 127, to ring #5,
25 - 61 - 97 - 133, to ring #6, 31 - 67 - 103 - 139.
We could liave used nine rings and still farther reduced
the path in the armature by connecting every fourth conductor -to
a ring instead of every sixth conductor. Mich means that the
more equalizing rings used the less -v:ill be the circulating current
in the armature bars.
Equalizing rings are joined with t'le conductors either
at the commutator segments or at the rear of the m.^^c'iine
.
TWO CIRC u IT OR V/AV.E V/IlIDIlTCr.
In the wave winding f.iere are only two paths t'.irough the
armature regardless of the number of brushes used or the niunber
of poles on the machine.
Let us trace through the simple "rave winding as illustrat
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ed l:)y figure 20 . Startin^p; at segment #1 xre prooeed to
conductor #1 taien to fiie rear of the armature and "by back connection
to conductor 7j-6 thence to the front end a;n:ain along conductor #6
and then by front connector (not to segment #2 in the backv/ard
direction) but to segment #6 in the same direction etc., al^^ays
progressing in the same rotation around the armature and never
laping back as in the multiple circuit v;inding.
Prom the figure it is seen t?iat
y^ = - 7 - (-2) « -5
^ 8 _ 3 = +5 and also the coi:iiiiutator
pitch = +5,
In the wave winding tvio brush sets, a positive sot and
a negative set must be used and for an IT pole machine IJ sets may
be used, but t^.70 sets will always suffice. Tlio fact f^iat t\70
brush sets are sufficient is sho\Tn in figvjres 1^ .
Suppose we use first four brush sets one at oach neutral
point. Commutator segments ,fl and #5 under the two + brushes are
electrically connected through the two conductors ,rl and #6 and
their end connections. In the fi-^aire it is seen that tViose two
conductors lie between the poles and are not generating any electro-
motive force, hence they serve only as cross connections between
the tvjo positive neutral points. 3ie negative neutral points are
similarly connected l^y idle conanictors .""5 and -iflOi
Therefore the only fmiction of the added brushes is to
aid the first set in collecting current from and delivering current
to tlie connumator clue to the increased contact area, but tlie dis-
tribution of current in the windings remains unclianged.
^en, however onlj two brush sets are used on an IT pole
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armature then - winding elements all in series are short oir-
ciiited under a "brush vmen the hrush touches t^70 segments (simplex
winding )
.
Henoe the vrave vjinding using only two hrush sets has a
greater tondenoy to sparl: tlian the lap -,7inding, out since t)ie v/ave
winding has only two circuits in multiple it folloY/s that one -half
the total turns on the armature are in series at all times and
therefore for a given mLmher of total turns a iiigher g. m. f. will
"be generated than in a multiple circuit winding of more than two
circuits for the same flu:^: and speed,
TY/0 LAIER V/IiroilJG-.
Figure 17 , page 32 illustrates a multiple drujn
winding, hut in this case slots aro used and the conductors are
placed in two layers, two conductors per slot. This is the com-
mon type of winding in use at the present time, except that we
often find the conductors in a slot grouped into layers of several
conductors eacli. It will he noticed in the figure that all t]ie
upper conductors are even numherea and all the lower conductors
are odd, and that a conductor in the bottom of a slot under one
pole is connected to a conductor in the top of a slot by the hack
end connection and t}iis conductor is under the next pole.
In this case
y^ = -18 - (-5) = _15
y^ = 20 - 5 =15
Coramutator pitch = 1.
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COLn^UTATIOil.
Consider the ease of coil jfl, flguTQ 21 vzhich is
uncLorgoinfr cornrnutation or is sliort circiiitecl by the brush. It is
evident from the figure that coil irl9 is carrying current in a
direction opposite to that of coil #2 and that the valtios of tliese
currents are eciual to the normal coil current of tho armature Ip.
IDherefore it follows, that, since coil #1 is passing from position
#19 to position #2, tho current in this coil must change from^ a
value Ip to zero and then to a value Ip in the opposite direction
= (-I-n with reference to coil ii-l) during the time of sliort circuit.
ir
Figure 22 thus illustrates tlie reversal of current in
coil #1 according to the sine law, i.e. the current changes from
a value I at A to -I at B, decreasing to zero and increasing again
along the sine curve. ViHiere A represents the instant of sliort
circuit and B represents the instant tho brush open circuits tho
coil.
Figure 23 represents the rio^ition of coil at the instant
the brush malces the short circui'L w]ien the current = Ip.
Since the frequencj^ of commutation depends upon the
length of time the coil is short circ-.iited, it is evident that the
following factors v/ill determine its value,
1. Peripheral speed of the commutator.
2. Width of the brush.
3 . Th i ckne s s of insulat i on b e twe en s e gi-ie nt s
.
let Yq = peripheral speed of the commutator in inches
per second.
Let = wl6.th of the brush at commutator surface.
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Lot = thiclmess of insulation iDetweon Ge^^ments.
Let f- = frequency of Goinmutation.
How the time req.uired to chaiif^e the current in coil #1
from Ip to -Ip is evidently the time that the coll is under the
brush and this will be = T .
c
Brush width in inches, thickness of insulation between segments
T =
c
Peripheral speed of the commutator in inches per second.
^
."^-"i ' (49)
To
But since the current chanrre only represents one half
cycle, from I to -I , T = time of one half cycle and tlie time of
one complete cycle will be
2 {\% - Wi)
2T = and since the
frequency in cycles -oer second =
2T
" c
c
f = (50)
2 i% - Wi)
EFFECT OF RESISTAiIGS OH GOivl'IUTATIOI.
In figure 24 coil #1 is carrying current in a clirection
as indicated by tlie arrow and is about to becom.e short circuited
by th.e brush. At the instant of short circuit as shovrn in figure
25 the resistance between the brush and segment #1 is very high
and only a small amoimt of current from coil ;>19 will pass through
coil #1 and out segm.ent #2 into the ])rush. In f igiire th.ere
should be equal resistance between segment jl and segment #2 so
that current from #19 will pass to the brush through segment #1
and current from coll #2 will pass to the brush through segment #2
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and coil #1 V7±ll have zero current. In figure 27 tlie resis-
tance loetTTeen segment ,J-1 and tlie "brush is less than between seg-
ment f2 and the hrush so that current from coil /rl9 will leave
through segment #1 and current from coil ;r2 will leave part through
segment #2 "but mostly through coil #1 and segment iJ'l. Thus we
have the current reversed in coil #1 duo to t]'e contact resistance
of the "brush on the commutator. This is Imo^rn as resistance
comm.utation, the brushes heing higli resistance carhon.
PURE E. LI. GOiavIUTATIOIJ BY IvIEMS OF IITTERPOLES.
IVhen a coil is short circuited under the influence of
the interpole there are three E. M. F.'s acting therein.
1. 'i'he e. m. f. duo to the current flowing through the
coil having resistance r if i = the current at aaj instant during
short circuit, then ir = this e. m. f, and since we are assuming
the comriiutation is to be caused by a counter e. ra. f. v/e will neg-
lect the varying resistance of the brush due to contact.
2. The e. m. f. due to self induction caused by the
changing current in the coil itself - a:nd if L = coefficient of self
induction of tiie coil this e. m. f. = L .
dt
3. Tlie e. ra. f. sot up in the coil due to its rotation
through the magnetic field of tb.e interpole. Let t'lis e. m.. f.
= e
.
di
Then ir + L e = (51)
dt
di r
= - - dt. (52)
i - |. L
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md
di
dt.
1 -
Loge (i - |) - Lo.'Te C = -
(53)
(54)
\Vhere G is an integTat-ion cons taut and may bo cletGrmined
from the follo'ving- Imov-n oonditions.
Vifhen t =0, i = I, ^here I is normal current in t'.e
conductor or the current the conductor is carrying- the instant
before beinr short circuited.
i3y substitution
Lege (I - |) = - Loge C (55)
Or
= (I - |)
Again at the instant of open circuiting the coil t = t^
if there is to be no spark, ± must be equal to -I. Hence in
equation 55 above v/e may substitute these values and determine
( e).
Loge (- I -
-|) - Loge (I - |) =
-"i-
(- I - !) ^
-""^^
( I - ^) ^ L
r
Or - Ir (1 ~L~
' "
(1 - C --^^"2 )
(55)
(57)
(58)
Where e = e. m. f. induced in t:ie armature coil the inter-
pole flujc necessary to open circuit the coil carrying I amperes in
the correct direction vathout dravfing a spark at the brush.
In the above expression I is knoym and is tlie current per
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armatiire conductor.
= time of commtation and is easily calcnlatorl as
previously illustrated.
r, is to "be sure a varia'ble criiantity as 'las Leen shovm.
by the discussion on resistance comrutation, Tout for e. m. f. com-
mutation the brush resistance may he made very small since ;ve do
not attempt to reverse the current by means of tiiis resistance.
Hence it is safe to use for r only tiie resistance of the coil under
short circuit.
L = coefficient of self induction of the coil undergoing
commutation. • •
Hobart has found tliat for slots vzhose depth is not more
than S.5 tine thoir 77idth, tho flux set up is on an average ten
C. Cr. S. lines per inch of slot (axial length) and txio 0. C-. S.
lines per inch of end connection per ampere turns. for orclinary
drum windings the length of one armature turn 7;ill be very nearly
equal to 2L ^ 10 D/p. ^59)
I'i'here L = length of conductor in iron = length of arma-
ture in inches
D = diameter -of the armature in inches
P = number of poles.
The total lines produced by one am.pere flo-ving in one
turn T7ill be 9 = 20 L = 20 5. in practicalljr all direct current
generators there are t\7o coil sides in each slot siiort circuited
at the sam.e instant, but by different bruslies. "he re fore the
total flux produced will be double tlie value <?, but this flux is
not all interlinked Tzith the coil short circuited- by one brush,
since the coils are parallel only in the slot f.ie end connections
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passin^ in opposite directiona at tlie end of the armature.
IThus
-P,-
9 = (40 L + 20 |)
= 20 f2 L + |) fSO)
llow let n = niini'ber of turns per se^^ment. Then ono aini-)ere will
produce a flu?:
9 = 20 (2 L - 5) n (61)
i:
and if the 'brusli short oircuits ooils at any instant the flux
vail be
= 20 n C (2 L + -) per ampere. ^^^)
ITow since L = -— = n x flux ver ampere (63)
i
L = 20 n2 G (2 L + |) (64)
if i is in amperes then.
20 11^ G T\
L in henrys will be L = 5- (2L +2). (65)
10*^
Tlie reactance volta,<;Te may nov; be calculated.
Since fQ = frequency of commutation and
I = coil current
Z=2nfcli ZI=2nfQLI
E=XI = 2 nfLI = reactance volta;':G. (66)
This is of course on the assumption that the current
dies avray and increases a^^ain accordinp- to the sine law, which is
not true since we laiow that if a coil or circuit containing resis-
tance and inductance and carrvin.q- a current is short circuited the
current at any instant after short circuit is [^.iven b;/ the equation
i = G 6 --- procided r is a constant, siiriilarly the current in an
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indiictive oircuit talces a cLefinito time to rioe, and tlie current
at any instant is qIyqh by
i =
^ (
1 - 6 ) (67)
E
wbere - represents tlie maximum current in the coil,
r
Thus if the coil has a large ina-uctance the natural time
required for the current to rise and fall is rolatively large.
Hence if the natural period for the current to rise and fall is
greater than the time of comjautation it follows thsit tlie current
will tend to follow from the se^jment to the brush as an arc or
spark, and therefore v/ith resistance aommutation it is essential
that the resistance of the coil and brush be large and the induc-
tance be small.
Tliis result is obtained by using
( a ) TIigh r e 3 i 31 anc e bru she s .
(b) Deep and narrow slots.
(c) Slots that are open at the armature siirface
.
(d) As fe?; turns per coil as possible.
{ e ) : iarrow brushe s
.
How if we assume sinusoidal change of current
X = 2 n f L
Z = f— -? - (2L ^ |)
2 (Yh^ - V/i) 10^
^
107 (v/^ - W^)
If we assume a straight line change of current
„ 4 Vc if G (2L + 5)1
Eg = I E
= (69)
^ ^ le^ (Wi,- Wi)
(58)
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WhereE and E are values of e. m. f. produced by self-induction
s
in the short circuited coils. E and E3 should not he greater
than four volts in any machine.
As an example talie the f ollo-;;'ing' dimensions of an arma-
ture to calculate E,
Diameter of armature = 12"
ilumher of poles = 4
Turns per se^-ment = 1
Segments short circuited = 3
Length of armature =5"
Width of hrush
[Thickness of insulation
Diameter of commutator
Revolutions per minute
.5"
.03"
9"
1000
Then V, 470 and f 500
G " " ~C
Solving vre find E = 2.45 volts.
Eg= 1 . 56 volts
.
Some authors state that E should not lie greater than
s
55 » current density of the hrush, where carbon brushes are used.
Tlius
55
and for most ty;pos of machines E„
current density
would then he about
DO
E = - -- = 1.83 volts
30
:70)
Figure 27a page 47 sliov/s the variation of resistance
and pressure drop with current d.ensity for a hard carbon^ the
pressure being one and one-half pounds per square inch.
The f ollov/ing table gives values for several standard



friction per sq. in. E
s
.28 1.5 1.4
.22 2.0 1.2
.28 1.5 1.8
.25 1.5 1.5
28 1,5 1.9
.30 1.5 2.0
.22 2 1.0
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"brushes with the makers estimate of proper density and pressure
to he used, also values of Eg and coefficient of friction for each.
Current Density Coefficient Pressure Ih
Brush amperes per sq. in. c
A 40
B 45
C 30
D 35
B 28
F 25
G 55
A brush should always he made wide enough to span at least one seg-
ment and in practice the average brush spans about three segments,
the average brush thickness is 3/8 to 3/4 of an inch. There
should always be two brushes per arm so that an accident to one
brush will not put the machine out of operation. Too great an
axial length per brush means poor contact an axial length of one
inch to one and one half inches is common practice.
Example of commutator.
200 K.V/., 500 volts, 400 R. P. M. , 6 pole lap-wound
without interpoles.
Diameter of armature 35"
Diameter of commutator 30"
Peripheral speed 2940"
Electrical loss 960 watts
Coefficient of friction .3
Friction loss 800 watts
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Total losses 1760
Gylindrioal surface 700 s^i. in.
Length of face 8"
Tl X 28
Kuinber of soRraents possible = 488
.18
Width brush 3/4"
Amperes per arm 133
Brush area per arm 4.4 sq. in. (30 amp.
sq. in.)
Azial length 5.9 inches
Axial length for 6 brushes 8 inches
Watts per sq. in. 2.5
Thus in this case the length is determined by the brushes rather
I
than the temperature rise since a temperature rise based on 3 to
4 watts per square inch would have been satisfactory.
COMJQTATOR.
When commutators are driven at high speeds there usually
I
arises great trouble due to chattering of the brushes and also if
s
I
the frequency of commutation is increased due to the high .speed
I there may be a large reactance voltage set up which is opi^osed to
1
I
sparkless commutation as described under commutation.
Commutators are at times run at peripheral speeds exceed-
I
ing 5000 feet per minute but a more conservative value would be a-
ii
bout 2500 feet per minute at which speed good operation is assured.
j|
'\ In choosing the number of commutator segments use may be made of
] figure 28.
I
1 Using the value of 2500 feet per minute for commutator
speed and knowing the speed of rotation we may at once determine
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circumference of coinmutator from
Vq = n X D X R. P. M. (71)
Mica or micanite is usually used to insulate "between commutator
segments and its thiclmess varies from 20 to 40 mils. Thus we
choose a value as say 30 mil « .03" and knowing the diameter of
commutator and numlDer of segments it is an easy matter to calculate
the width of each segment at the surface of the commutator.
Since if we let X = width of one segment in inches and
.03" thickness of insulation anc' Z = number of segments then
Z (X + .03) = the circumference of commutator, and cir-
cumference in feet x R. P. M« «= peripheral speed in feet per minute
=s 2500, we have
12
2l
(X" .03") X R. P. M. = 2500
from which we may solve for X since Z is known. Commutator seg-
ments are usually made from .18 inches to .40 inches in width at
I
the commutator surface. The length of the commutator depends
first on current to he taken off at brushes arm, the number of
segments spanned by the brush each and the current density, the
I
length also must be such as to give the proper radiation surface.
It is usual to make the brush span approximately .3 segments, and
using the above notation the thickness of the brush will be = T,
D
on commutator. Let T = thickness of brush resting.
c
= 3X + .03 X 2 (72)
= (3X + .06) and if the brush was placed per-
i pendicular to the commutator surfa^je the thickness of each brush
I
would be = Tq = (3X + .06). But since the brushes are usually
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set at an angle <^ = approximately 45 degrees, the thickness of
the hrush T-jj will be
Tq since = (73)
and for ctC = 60 degrees . See figures 29 and 30,
The cross section area of brush will be T-j^ x and this must be
such a value as to carry the total positive arm current at a den-
sity equal to 30 amperes per square inch.
Or
I a total current.
Y B number of positive brushes.
I = current per positive brush.
Area of each positive and negative brush =
-i
—
^
30 Y
30~Y
or
I
L = (74)
30 Y \
It often happens that if the total current per positive brush arm
were to be taken through one carbon brush its width Iq^ woiild be
i| great in comparison to its thickness and it is customary to
\ /
I
make 1-5 = 1 inch to 1 1/2 inches and thus collect the current per
i|
I
brush arm with several small brushes, rather than one large brush.
This gives the added advantage, i.e. greater area of connimtator
,
greater radiating surface.
Since the thickness of insulation between commutator
segments is usually kept constant, it is evident that the 7/idth of
the segment at its inside diameter must be less than at the surface
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and consequently the commutator bar must be tapered. The taper
depending upon the diameter of the commutator and the depth of
segment.
The useful depth of a commutator segment is represented
hy D and is that amount which the commtator can he worn or turned
down and still "be kept in service. This is a varying quantity
for different sizes of machines. See figure 31.
COLOTTATOR LOSSES.
1. Electrical losses are due to the commutator resistance
loss in bars and contact between bars and brushes. The contact
resistance for carbon brushes has been found to be about .03 ohm
per square inch of contact at a pressure of 1.5 pounds per square
inch. Hence the loss due to contact may be found by,
total current
Current per brush arm =
number of positive or negative arms
current per arm
Area of brush surface per arm =
current density
03
Resistance of contact per arm = C^^)
area arm
Loss at each brush arm « (current per arm) x resistance
per arm.
Total loss = ntmiber of arms x (positive and negative arms) x
loss per arm.
Total current x current density x .06 if current density = 30,
loss = total current x .18. (76)
Let total current = I
Let number of positive brushes = Y
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Let number of positive and negative brushes = 2 Y
Current density = 30 amperes per square inch
Resistance per square inch = .03 ohms
Current per positive brush = ^
Then brush area in one positive arm = ;^~Tr ^''"''^
Resistance per toush = gjg| = .Q2-|-.§Q-I = (78)
Loss per brush arm = (current per arm)^ x --j- ^79)
.9 Y
, ,
^ x - (80)
Y<i 1
.9 I
Total loss in watts = ^--^ x 2 Y = 1.8 I. (81)
2. Mechanical = firction losses.
Coefficient of friction = .28
Brush pressure =1.5 pounds square inch
total current
Total area = r-r rr- ^ 2
current density
n D Pull X R.P.M.
Horse power = •
33000,
n . D X R.P.M. . |2|fyBr|ent ^ , , ,.5 , .^g
Then H.P. =
33000
Since one H.P. = 745 watts the watts lost will be,
n D X R.P.M. X X 2 X 1.5 X .28 x 746
Watts lost = Qurrant.density
33000
But TT P X R.P.M. = peripheral speed in feet per minute = oC
The current density in the brushes should be about 30 amperes per
s quare inch
.
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Let K]^= coefficient of friction.
Then watts lost » x total current z x ,00226 (82)
Total losses = total current ( oC ,00226 + 1,8) (83)
The commutator losses should not exceed 4 watts per square inch
cylindrical surface and a better value is 3 watts per square inch
for a temperature rise of 40 degrees G,
Hence with the ahove losses known the area may at once
he fixed provided we assume some peripheral speed to start v;ith.
This value seldom exceeds 3000 feet per minute and a "better value
would he 2500 feet per minute,
LOSSES
1. The armature I^^ loss can he calculated for any
load once the armature resistance is known.
2. The shunt field loss may he considered constant and
equal to R^.
3. The hrush friction and contact losses may he found
from equation
4. The series field loss is found hy equation Iq^ Rg
where Rg is the resistance of the series field and Ig^ = the arma-
ture current corresponding to the load considered.
5. The friction and windage losses are considered as
constant for all loads and since there is no known method of cal-
culating these losses they are usually taken as a percent of the
K. ?/, capacity of the machine,
6. The hysteresis and eddy current losses may he found in
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the following manner.
(a) Calculate the voltime and weight of the teeth
on armature.
(b) Calculate the volume and weight of the armature
body. Knowing the density in these volumes the loss in watts
per pound can he fouad from figure 22. Since for any frequen
cy the loss will he the value taken from the curve times the fre-
quency in question divided by 60.
The sumation of the above losses will give the total
losses for any desired load on the machine and the corresponding
efficiency can be determined by the following equation.
Output
Efficiency = .
Output + losses
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DIRECT CimRENT FlAGHINE DESIGN.
7.5 K. W., 110 V. no load, 125 v. full load, 4 poles. 1200 H.P.M.
AiicT? perf. speed = 2700 feet per minute.
Diam. arm ?Z29 .716 feet =8.6 inches.
200n
7500
Total Giirrent = = 60 am-oeres.
125
= = 15 amperes.Current per path
Circumference of arm = n x 8.6 =27 inches.
Use 200 ampere conductors per inch of perf.
Amp. cond. required = 27 x 200 = 5400.
IJo conductors req.uired =
-^g- = 350.
E =
j) z n P
P^x 10^
110 X 10^
or 1) = = 1,530,000 lines.
360 X 20
Use 8 conductors per slot.
360
NuiTiber slots required = =45,
27
Pitch of slots = = .6 inch.
Allow 2000 amperes per square inch of conductor.
15
Therefore = ,0075 square inch required.
2000
From tables use numher 10 vrire P. D. C,
Bare diameter = .102 inches.
Covered diameter = .114 inches.
Thickness of slot = .114 x 2 + 2 x .04 + .002 = .31 inches.
.04 is for tape and .002 for clearance.
Depth of slot = .114 x 4 + 4 x .04 + .034 = .65 inches.
Thickness of tooth = .6 - .31 = .29 inches.
Let pole arc = .76 of l/4 the arm circumference.
45
Therefore no teeth under a pole = x .76 = 8.55.
Area tooth = .29K where K is the net length of arm.
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Area teeiin. under a po±e = .xiyii x o.oo = ^•'i/Oiv.
Allow density in arm = 120,000 lines per sq.uare inch.
1 B.'oOOOO
Area required =s = 12. 7o square men.
120000
12.75 = 2.475E: or K = 5.15 inches.
2 7
Lengtii of pole arc = x .76 = 5.13 inches.
Diameter at bottom of teeth = 8.6 - .65 x 2 = 7.3 inches.
Circumference "bottom tooth = n x 7.3 = 22.91 inches.
22.91
Pitch at hottom of teeth =
-t?-- = .51 inches.45
Width of slot = .31 inch.
Therefore width of tooth at bottom of slot = .51 - .31 = .2 inch
.
Assume density at bottom of teeth = 120,000.
.2Therefore density at surface of arm. = --- x 120,000 = 82,800 lines
. per square inch.
2
60000 - where x is tlie radial depth of the armature.
15300002""""
"c^^nnn"" = 5.15 X X = 2.48 inches.
Ampere turns per pole = ampere turns on the armature under 1 pole
.
5400 amp, cond. on armature.
Therefore 2700 ampere turns on armature.
2700
^ •'^o = .513 ampere turns under a pole.
Total length of armature = ---- + .5 for slot = 6.22 inches.
• y
Area pole shoe = 6.22 x 5.13 = 31.9 square inches.
per pole = 1,530,000.
^ ^ n 1530000B for pole shoe =
--^j-g- = 48,000 lines per square inch.
3 at surface of arm = 82,800 lines per square inch.
Therefore B for air gap = §5i.§22_lJ§ »292 = 43,600 lines per square
inch.
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Ampere turns = .313 Bg, la ^i^ S^V*
513 = .313 X 43600 Ig^ 1^ = .0376 inches.
This valiie is too small for mechanical reasons so an air gap of
l/8 inch will he used.
Ampere turns for this length of gap is A T = .313 x 43600 x .125
1705 ampere turns.
Length of armature coils.
I = 2 + 10 2- + 2 X 6.22 X 10 X -7- = 33.94 inches.
Total length of wire = ^ {2 1 10 p) = -|- 33.94 = 6105 inches
s 509 feet.
-f2 1 lo5) X
Resistance = 2
IGOO for number 10 wire.
509 X 1.1612
Resistance of armature = =» .037 ohms.
42 X 1000
2 —2
I„ R„ = 60 X .037 = 133 watts.
a 8l
— =2 square inches of brush required = plus 2x2-4 square
30
ss total "brush area.
V^qX y X 1.5 X .28 x 746
Watts lost due to friction = .
33000
Diameter of commutator.
Allow 5 volts per commutator segment.
125
Therefore -g- = 25 com. seg. required per path.
Total segments required = 25 x 4 or about 100.
ITumber turns = 180.
Therefore use 90 coniautator segments.
Commutator seg. = .2 inch wide
90 X .2 =18 inches.
Insulation = .03 inches.
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90 z ,03 =2.7 inches.
Circumference of com. = 18 2.7 = 20.7 inches.
20.7
Diameter com. =
-y^-- = 6.6 inches.
20 7
Perf. speed of commutator = ---- x 1200 = 2070 feet per minute.
12
2070 X 4 X 1.5 X .28 x 746
Therefore watts lost due to friction = ^
53000
= 78.8 watts.
Watts lost due to contact resistance = 1.8 I = 1.8 x 60 = 108 watts.
Thickness of hrush = 2.75 x .2 + 2 x .03 = .61 inch.
1
Width of "brush = = 1.64 inches.
.61
Let thickness of hrush = 9/l6 inch = .563 inches.
Therefore length of brush = = 1.78 = 1 3/4 inches.
.563
Make two brushes each 7/8 inch wide.
Surface of comrautator = .2 x 3 x 90 = 54 square inches.
Armature loss = 108 +78.8 = 186,6 watts.
186.6
Watts lost per square inch of com. surface = = 3.46.
54
Ampere turns for air gap = 1705.
A T for field = approximately 1705 x 1.2 = 2045.
AssTmie field current of 2 amperes.
2045
Therefore number turns = = 1023.
2
Area conductor =
Jqqq
= .002 square inches.
From tables use number 16 wire.
Diameter bare = .05082 inches covered D.C.C. = .062 inches.
1.5Number layers in field coils = ---- =24.
.062
Thickness of coils = .062 x 24 = 1.487 inches.
Number turns per layer = = 43.
24
length of field coils = 43 x .062 = 2.665 inches.
Therefore length of magnetic core = 2.665 + 1.335 = 4 inches.
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1550000 X l.E
Area core = = 20,4 square inches.
- 90,000
Make core 4 inches "by 5.1 inches.
1530000 X 1.2
.
^-Area yoke =
~75oo6~x~E ~ 12.25 square inches.
Let width of yoke parallel to shaft = 6.25 inches.
12.25
Then thickness of yoke = = 1.96 inches.
6.25
Inside radius of yoke « 4.5 + .125 ^ .5 + 4 = 8.925 inches.
Inside diameter of yoke = 8.925 x 2 = 17,85 inches.
Outside radius of yoke = 8.925 + 1.96 = 10.885,
Outside diameter of yoke = 2 x 10.885 = 21.77 inches.
TO CALCULATE THE AREA OP AIR GAP.
Area teeth under a pole = ^§-5- -Z^ = 12.78 sq. inches
Pole arc air gap length x constant.
Blatsas.£_'Us1iwesn_pole_shoe5 _ il§Z5 = 15,
Length of air gap .125
Constant for this ratio = 2.9175.
Effective pole arc = 5.13 * 2,9175 x .125 = 5,495 inches.
Effective area of pole shoe = 5.495 x 6.22 = 34.15 sq. inches.
34.15 + 12.78
2
Area of air gap = = 23.465 sq. inches.

Diameter at face • O
Periphery C f • u
Pole pitch at armature face
Length "between core heads • A C> 9 no
Diameter x "by core length -t kilowatts "7 r\ A
Thickness of core sheets n no T»U • U(j
iJumher of ventilating ducts
Width 01 each duct u • o
Effective length of core (net iron length)
Radial depth core body
Internal diameter core A/1 'T
ITumher of slots A A
Depth of slot r\ A A 'TU • bo
V/idth of slot
Width of slot at armature face U • *C)±
Minimum width of tooth
Width of tooth at armature face
iouai nuTO'ier oi lace coaaucuors
Ilumher of circuits
Style of winding Lap
ITo. of conductors in series hetv;een •* and - T onloU
Size or section of conductor (bare) U
Size or section of conductor insulated 0.114"
Mean length of conductor per turn 340"
Pitch of winding (front and "back), inches 7.2"
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Pitch of Y7inding numoer of teeth 12
Arrangement of conductors in slot 2x4
Copper section * slot section (space factor) .322
Length of active conductor per volt 1.1 ft.
Total insulation between conductor and core 0.046
Peripheral speed (feet per minute) 2700
Centrifugal force per pound at armature face 2850 ft. lbs.
GAP
Length at centre from iron to iron 0.125" -
Average length from iron to iron 0.125"
Diameter of bore of field 8.85"
POLE PIECE
Length parallel to shaft 6 .22 "
Length of "POle arc 5.13"
Average pole arc + pole pitch 6.75
Area of pole face 31.9 sq.. in.
IIAGITET CORE
Length radially 4.0"
Length parallel to shaft r~ "Iff5.1"
Width or diameter 4.0"
Area of section of core 20.4 sq.. in.
I'ainimum distance between cores 3.5"
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BOBBIII
Size of shunt v;ire lio. 15
OeU U J. UiicAX iiX^tJci U± W J-X fcJ 002 c;a
Mean length of one t^irn 24.15"
Compound conductor, size or section of .02 sq.. in.
YOKE
Outside diameter 21.77"
Inside diameter 17.85"
Length parallel to shaft 6.25"
Area of section 12.25 sq • in.
COL§;TUTATOR
Diameter 6.6"
Length of segment over all 2.375"
Area of cylindrical surface 52.1 sq. in.
Active length of segment 3.0"
ITumher of segments 90
Vi'idth of segments .2"
Useful depth of segment 0.5"
03"
Peripheral speed, ft. per minute 2070
Centrifugal force per pound at face 2165 ft. Ihs.
Numher of sets 4
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1
IJumber in one set 2
Length side "by side 1.75"
Width (peripheral) of "brush in inches .563"
Humber of segments covered 2.5
Size of contact face (sci. inches) 1.0 sq. in.
Total area of contact, one polarity 2.0 sq. in.
ELSOTRICAL
Armature
E, M« F. per circuit, no load 110.0
E. M. F. per circuit, full load 125.0
Type of winding Lap
Ruraher of turns per commutator segment 2
Winding formula — ~
Amperes per circuit of winding 15
Amperes per sq.. inch in conductor 200
Resistance of commutator risers
C R droT) flost volts) in firms turf* 4 .625
Ohms "brush to "brush fat 50 G.) ,148
Amperes per sq. inch of active peripheral helt
OOmriJTATOR
Average volts hety/een segments 10
Reversal density * pole face density
Frequency of commutation 736
Amperes per sq» men. Oj. Drusii conuacTJ oU .U
contact resistance, ohms per sq. inch .48
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C R drop (lost volts) due to iDrush contact 7.2
FIELD COILS
Type Form wound
Num"ber of turns in series per "bolDlDin 1023
!Tum"ber of 'bo'b'bins in series — M. mm
Lie an length of one turn 24.15"
Total resistance fat 60 C.) 9.22 CO
Amperes, full load 2.78
Amperes, no load (shunt excitation) 2 . 36
AmDeren Tier so . 1 noh fi]l 1 1 oarl 1000
Rheostat resistance 37.6
C R drop in rheostat 88.25
coivipouin) wiiTLina
Arrangement of Series
ITumher of turns in series per hohbin • 15
Mean length of one turn 23.72"
Total resistance fat 60 .
)
.0875 CO
-T-i 1 ij~f '-y X ^ o y ^ ^-A. J* _u _L 60
Amperes, per sq. inch, full load 1500
G R drop flost volts) in series coil 5.25
HEAOTIONS
Armature
Ampere conductors, per j)Ole 1350
Ampere conductors hene ath pole 1026
Ampere conductors hetv/een poles 324
^
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Ampere conduotors per irioli per Ipli. , full load
Ampere turns, gap and teeth beneath pole
Density in gap under TDCclrvmrd horn, 1 1/4 load
FIELD, PiiR POLE
200
513
Ampere turns, no load, no load volts
Ampere turns, no load, full load volts
fo added for armature reaction
Total ampere turns , full load
Ampere turno shunt coil, full load
Ampere turns compound coil, full load
Ampere turns total coil, full load
Inherent regulation %
3E69
4202.4
11.4
4526.4
3715.0
811.4
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SCHEDULE OF CALCULATIOilS FOR WIIJDING OF FIELD IvLAGIIETS
At no-load
Flux from
one pole Sectional Flux
Material (inegalines) area sq.in. density
Armature "body Steel .7 X 65 12.77 60000
Teeth Steel 1.53 12.76 120000
Gap Air 1 .52 2o .45 C K 'XC\C\OOOUU
Pole core Steel 1.53 X 1.2 20.40 90000
Yoke Steel .919 12.25 75000
At full-load
Armature "body Steel .8695 12.77 68000
Teeth Steel 1.7400 12.76 136500
Gap Air 1.7400 23.46 74200
Pole core Steel 2.0860 20.40 102200
Yoke Steel 1.0430 12.25 65200
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SGIISrULE OF CiilCULATIOITS FOR "/IlJrilia OF FliCL]) FlAGHETS
At no-load
Ampere -turns per
Mean Magnetic unit length Arnpere-turns
Material Length ffroni curve) needed
Armature "body Steel 5.500 5.71 51.4
Teeth Steel 0.550 396. 257.0
Gap Air 0.125 20420. 2555.0
Pole core Steel 4.000 22.4 129.6
Yoke Steel 17.000 17.12 296.0
Total ampere-turns needed at no-load = 3259.0
At full-load
Armature "body Steel 5.50 7.93 43.6
Teeth Steel 0.65 1015, 660.0
Gap Air 0.125 23200. 2905.0
Pole core Steel 4.00 62.2 248.8
Yoke Steel 17.00 20.3 345.0
Total ampere -tarns needed at full load = 4202.4
Add ampere -turns needed to compensate reaction = 4525.4
Deduct araper-turns at full load = 4526.4
Difference = 811.4
Flux in armature, from 1 pole at no-load .765 lines;
Flux at full-load 1G695 lines. Co-efficient of allowance for
dispersion at no-load 1.25; at full-load 1.25.
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GAP GO-EP]?IGIE!TTS
N.B.—In calculating air-gaps the nurnuer of ampere-
turns needed, per inch length across air-gap, is ol)tained by mul-
tiplying hy 0.S31S the flirx density if expressed in lines per s.juare
inch: or the numher of ampere -turns needed, per centimetre length
of gap, is hotained Tbjr multiplying hy 0.796 the flux density if ex-
pressed in lines per square centimetre. 3715.0 = ampere-turns
of shunt grinding. Shunt current, taken at 100 per cent of full-
load current 2.78 amperes; hence iJumber of shunt-turns per pole
= 1335.
COI^PEUSATIUG RSACTIOI
The numher of demagnetizing ampere -turns per pole
may "be approximately calculated hy reckoning the number of conductors
in the region between two adjacent pole-horns and multiplying this
number by the number of amperes carried by each conductor. 3E4 «
ampere-turns to be provided by compound winding. Full-load current
is 60 amperes; hence ITumber of Series turns per pole = 15.
REI'.IAEI<:S
Add 25% to series turns.
CALCULATIOIJ OF SHUilT FIELD
Assuming suitable current density 1000 amperes per
square inch of copper, the appropriate wire will be number 16 B & S.
This wire has .05 diameter bare, or .062 diameter covered. The
number of shunt-turns being 1335 these will occupy 5.13 square inches
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of winding space on the "bohlDin. The available length of winding
space on the "bohhin "being E.655 inches, the depth occupied will
therefore he 1.925 inches. Minimum circumference of winding is
18.2 inches; maximum circumference is 30,096 inches; hence mean
length of one turn is 24.15 inches = 2.01 feet. Resistance of
one "bohhin 9.22 ohms (at 60 G.) Watts lost in one hohbin 50.
Y7eight of 2056 feet, in pounds 16 pounds. Bohhins being 2.67 inches
long, with 30 inches external perif
.
, the cooling surface is 152
square inches; watts per square inch .329; hence probable tempera-
ture rise 25 degrees 0. !T.B. --Total radiating surface of all the
bobbins ought to be abou.t 15 times the total kilowatts of output.
Probable temperature rise 75 G. per watt per square inch.
CALCULATION OF SiiPJES WIIJPING
Assuming current density 1500 amperes per square
inch of copper, the needful cross-section will be .04 square inches,
and may be provided by strip copper of thickness .08 inch (=lTo
B 5: S) and 0.5 inches broad. Mean length of one ture 23.72 inches;
total length of strip required 355.8 inches = 29.6 feet for one
pole, or 118.4 feet in total.
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DESIGK OF ALTERIJATIITG CURRENT GENERATOR.
In the design of alternating current generators there
will he found many calculations and constants that are identical
with the direct current generators, therefore when these constants
apply, no further mention will he made pertaining to them.
FORM
The form of the commercial alternating current generator
varies greatly with the speed as will he shown later. That is
lov/ speed generators are large in diameter and short in length,
while for turbo-generators the reverse is true, figures 36 and 37
represent present day types of low and high speed generators.
RATING
Most alternators at the present time have their rating
given in kilovolt amperes at a given voltage which at once settles
the current which may safely he drawn from the armature, and for
a three phase machine the current per terminal is
K. V. A. = E I j~6~ where E = the terminal pres-
sure and I the current to he drawn per phase or
E.W. = E I /3~Gos ^ where E and I are the same
quantities as given ahove and Cos Q is the power factor of the
load. From either equation the line or terminal current may he
found. In three phase generators the windings are usually con-
nected in either delta or star.
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lli WINDING
When Z\ windings are used, the following relations exist,
see figure 38 . E = line voltage and is the voltage generated
per phase winding, therefore the winding must be so made that the
voltage generated per phase will he the terminal voltage of the
generator.
I
I* s where I* is the current in the windings of the
generator and I is the current per terminal or line current. Hence
tlie machine winding need only he made of sufficient cross section
I
= /r •to carry the line current divided by the 3
WINDINGS
When the windings are connected In"^
,
see figure 39
the line current will be equal to the current in the windings but
E
the voltage generated per phase winding will be
,
and hence
the following conditions exist.
Windings
Connected
A
Y
Windings
Connected
A
Y
Line Voltage
1
£
Line Current
I
I
Voltage per phase winding
E
Current in winding
I
w
NULIBSR OF POLES
Doles
Since the frequency, f , = ---— x R. P. S. it is evident
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that the number of poles is fixed "by the speed at which the prime
mover is to rim. The tendency being to use very high speeds and
consequently as few poles as possible, especially is this true with
the turbo-alternators since the good efficiency of the steam tur-
bine depends upon a very high rotative speed.
AIR GAP DIAIffiTER
So many alternators have been built and analyzed that the
large companies rely to a certain extent on the data of previous
machines but a very fair preliminary value may be taken from tables
IV and V.
TABLE IV
Engine
Recip.
Cycles 25 60
Arm. diam. per pole 5 3
Arm. reaction about 3200 1800
ITo load •!• arm, reaction 2.5 3
Regulation 8 6
fo short circuit current 2.5 2.8
Water turbine Steam turbine
25 60 25 60
13 5 20 7.5
8300 3200 13000 4800
2,5 3 2.5 3
8 6 8 &
2.5 2.8 2.5 2.8
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TABLE J 25 CYCLES
Output in K.W.
Poles Poles Poles Poles Poles
4 8 12 24 32
Dia./pole Dia./pole Dia./pole Dia./pole Dia./pole
250 7.1 5.5 4.7 3.9 3.7
500 8.5 6.3 5.4 4.3 4.0
1000 9.8 7.15 6.3 5.0 4.6
2000 11.1 8.4 7.5 6.3 5.5
4000 12.9 11.2 10.0 8.6 7.7
6000 17.0 14.4 13.0
8000 20,0 17.0 16.0
60 CYCLES
250 5.2 4.5 3.5 3.0 2.9
500 6.0 5.2 4.7 3.6 3.2
1000 7.2 6.0 5.9 4.7 3.6
2000 8.5 7.0 6.3 5.3 4.8
4000 9.0 8.2 7.1 6.1 5.5
6000 9.0 9.0 8.0 6.9 6.4
It is seen from the alDOve that tahle IV gives comparative
values only while table V shows the variation of diameter per pole
with kilowatts and also with number of poles which in reality tells
whether the prime mover is to be steam engine, turbine , or water
wheel.
POLAR PITCH
Prom the above table a trial value of diameter per pole
can be obtained at once and hence since the polar pitch = T, where
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T = TT X Diameter per pole, it is seen tliat the pole pitch is also
fized«
ARIvIATURE REACTIONS
Let e « instantaneous value of e, m, f. and let e = E
sin 9. Let the current he lagging hy angle cjC , Then i =
I sin (9 - o<Jj (for inductive loading). Let U « ninnher of turns in
series per phase per pole = in figure 40 , one half the turns re-
presented hy the winding.
In figure 40 let A - A' represent the position of the
coil of one phase winding. Let vector B represent the direction
of the total magneto motive force and vector represent the direc-
tion of the demagnetizing magneto motive force. Again let 11 =
the turns per pole per phase, in this case one half the total turns
represented in the figure.
The total m. m. f. per pole of the coil will be equal to
in, in the position shown where i is the current in the coil at
the position or time shown and the demagnetizing m. m. f. will he
i IT cos 9, hut i = I sin (9 hence the demagnetizing m.m.f.
= I n cos 9 sin (9 -oc) (84)
=s I N cos 9 fsin 9 cos o<, - cos 9 sin<=<-)
p
s I U fcos 9 sin 9 cos<^- cos 9 sin«-) = the
demagnetizing m. m. f . at any instant provided the current lags
the e. m. f. hy angle oC ,
The average demagnetizing m. m. f. will he
cos sin 9 cos 9 d9 cos2 9 sin oc ^^cp
n
(85)
n
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But since C?*'^ is a constant angle the average demap:netizing m. m. f.
I U
cos
n
sin 9 cos T cL«p -
sin oc
n
n
03^=^ 9 dS- (86)
= I N
cos
n
1/2 sin 2 9 d9 -
sin c<-
n
1/2 d9 + 1/2 cos 2 9 d^
(87)
sin oC
= I N and is the average demagnetizing m. m. f
2
per pole if of course I (effective) is used the equation becomes
Ifeff) N sin
as —
2
For a generator with n phases the instantaneous demagnetizing m.
m. f . of the
First phase is I n cos 9 (sin 9 -oc)
Second phase is I H cos (9 * ) sin (9 + - oc)
n n
2 z Sod* , 2 X 360*'
Third phase is I N cos (9 ^ ) sin (9
n n
where n = the numher of phases
9 = the reference position of first phase
c< = lag of the current hehind the induced e. m. f.
The totj'l demagnetizing action will he
^ /^-^ '^^'^
full inductive load,
^gg)
where n = the number of phases
IT SB turns per pole per phase
I a the effective value of the current flowing in each winding.
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TURIIS PER PHASE.
Using the above equation and table number IV the trial
value of turns to "be used per phase may "be- determined at once,
since from table number IV ^ the approximate armature reactions
at full load for any type of machine may be found, thus for an n
phase machine equate the value found in the table to the equation
above or,
Arm. reactions from table =
^
/2~ I U, then since the effec-
tive value of the armature current per phase is kno^TO solve for N
which will be the trial value of turns per pole per phase.
H X P = turns per phase and n x U x P = total turns to
be wound on the armature
.
SLOTS.
Since the number of slots and hence the number of con-
ductors per slots has a very great bearing on the ohmic reactance
of the generator, this subject will be dealt with in detail under
the heading armature reactance. In modern machines the nuinber of
slots per pole per phase vary from 2 to 12 or even more in some
types of machines. The insulation of conductors of course varies
with the voltage between conductors and the voltage to ground.
Table gives approximate values of slot linings for different
terminal voltages.
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TABLE VI
Eff . volts per phase Slot lining in m.m.
500 0,9
1000 1.4
2000 2.3
3000 2.9
4000 3.3
6000 4.0
8000 4.7
10.000 5.2
12,000 5.6
GURHI<mT DENSITY III lEIvIATURE COITDUGTORS.
Since the thickness of insulation is a function of the
voltage and since the temperature rise is dependent on the amount
of insulation used and also the current density it is seen that
the current density depends more or less on the voltage of the
machine and while a current density as high as 2500 amperes per
square inch may "be used in moderate voltage generators, 1800 amp-
eres per square inch in machines generating voltages greater than
10,000 should seldom he exceeded.
E. M. F. GEIIERATED.
It has been shown that when a coil of wire is rotated
in a uniform magnetic field at constant velocity the average e.m.f.
generated therein will he.
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e (average) = 4x9xIIxfx 10""^ wliich is of course
the formula for direct current machines where
9 = the total flux per pole
a =s turns in the coil
f s the frequency
If the windings are so placed on the armature (as is usually the
case) that the e. m. f. generated at every instant is proportional
to the sine of the angle through which the coil has passed, it is
evident that the terminal voltage will follow the sine law. It
Z
is easily proven that the average value of a sine curve is - x its
maximum value and the effective value of a sine curve is i x its
maximum value, therefore the ratio =s
E_(max)
effective sine ~ "p," ~ IT
„ —t = = 1.11. (89)
average sine 2E (max) 2 2
n
Hence for effective e. m. f.
,
E (eff ) = 4 X 1.11 X 9 X 11 X f X 10"^ and may he
applied to the alternator "by using,
E - turns per phase
9 = flux per pole
E = efficiency e. m. f. per phase.
This formula only holds when all the turns of the winding are sim-
ultaneously linked with the total flux per pole. This is usually
the case in a three phase alternator see figure 41 , hut in a
two phase machine the winding of each phase occupies one half the
polar pitch and it may he seen in figure 42 that the innermost
turns are not quite interlinked with the total flux.
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This fact is expressed "by stating that in a three phase
windin,';^ the spread of the winding is 33.3% of the polar pitch and
that in a two phase winding it is 50% of the polar pitch. The
correction is so small for this condition that no further mention
of it will he made.
Another condition which enters due to the spread of the
coils is that caused hy the electro motive force generated in each
individual coil not heing in phase with the e. m. f. generated in
any other coil and hence the total e. m. f. of the coil will be
the vector sum and not the arithmetical sum.
Consider the six coils 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 and let their
e. m. f.'s be represented by ab, be, cd etc. If there were an
infinite number of coils the sum of their e. m. f. would be repre-
sented by the half circle and the vector sura by the diameter, (see
figure 46 ) and the ratio of the terminal e. ra. f. as represented
"bj a - g to the total generated e. m. f. would be,
9 Circumference 5," „ , ,
5 ^ ^ n . (90)
diam.eter I* 2
Uext consider a belt of conductors covoring 60 degrees
as is the case in a three phase alternator figure 47 . in
this case the line a - c represents the coil e. m. f. and the arc
a - b - c represents the total induced e. m. f. The ratio of
terminal e. m. f. to total will be in the ratio of the cord to
the arc.
Cord = £ R sin p
Arc = ^n^R
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Ratio =
2 R sin 2
2 n R
6 sin 2
n
For oC = e>0
Ratio = -
TT
For oC = 90
6
Ratio =s •
2 n
The e. m. f. formula must therefore he corrected for this loss.
>-8
Let K = ratio of cord to arc for any case then E = 4,44 K f 9 N 10
In the ahove statements a full pitch winding was consid-
ered, as represented in fi,p:ure 43 where the throw of the coil
is equal to the polar pitch. It sometimes is desirable to have
a lesser pitch as shov/n in figure 44 . For such a winding there
must be employed still another constant K' which is called the wind-
ing pitch factor if the winding pitch is x% of the full pitch,
then
K' SB sin ij_Q^ X 90 ) as will be shown below. (91)
When the coil is in the position represented by A - A'
,
figure 48 we have a full pitch winding and all the flux is inter-
linked by the coil. Now let the coil be wound as shown by B - B,
then =90 and the coil is said to have half pitch.
Prom the figure, = (90 '2'
Let 9 = the total flux per pole and let
9o= the flue enclosed by the coil for any spacing.
Then 9q = 9 cos
= 9 cos (90 - -)
2
(92)





(93)
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= T fcos 90 - 003 - sin 90 sin -)
2 2
= 9 sin
Therefore the effectiveness of the total flux has de-
creased by the amount
sin K' = sin 90*}
2 100
and the true e. m. f. formula "becomes,
E = 4.44 zfz9xirzKxK» x 10"^. (94)
Since fractional pitch is very seldom used the factor K*
does not often enter especially is this true in multipolar machines
and the e. m. f. is usually based on the formula,
E = 4.44 X f X 9 X IT X 10~®. (95)
This formula will give the no load value of flux per pole and at
full load an additional flux must be produced to compensate for
the I R drop in the armature. Reactance and armature reactions
being omitted for the present. The value of flux thus calculated
will be the flux which must be cut by the armature conductors and
hence to obtain this flux the flux carried by the field core and
yoke must be increased by an amount equal to the leakage. The
value of leakage being dependent on the same factors as for the
direct current machine see page 14 . TiVhere round rotar machines
are used these values of leakage coefficients may be materially re-
duced .
JffiM LENGTH OF Am-IATURE TURN.
The formula for direct current machines was given as,
mean length of armature turn = 2 I 10 ?, but for alternators with
P
their great range of voltages this formula does not always apply
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due to the increased length of end turns with high voltages. The
following may more safely "be used,
Mean length of turn = 2 L + K T', (96)
?/here L = total length of armature iron
T'= pole arc
K = a constant depending on the terminal voltage
as given in tahle
TABLE VII
Terminal Volts
500
1000
2000
4000
6000
8000
10000
12000
K.
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5,0
5.5
6.0
All of the equations have now heen developed for deter-
mining the flux per pole, and hence the proceedure is exactly as in
the direct current generator, to determine the length of machine
and cross section of all parts, as yoke, pole core, armature "body
etc. using approximately the same flux densities as have already
been given,
AIR GAP.
The area of the air gap may he found as in the case of the
direct current generator.
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The length of the gap is found hy the oonditions given
in ta"ble IT That is the steady value of the short oirouit
current should "be limited to 3 1/E times the full load current.
Tliis may he done by making the ampere turns of the field necessary
to force the fluz across the air gap at no load equal approximately
to 2 1/2 times the armature reactions at full load armature current.
Hence since the arpere turns for the air gap = .313/3 L
,
make L (the length of the air gap) such that it will require 2 1/E
S
times the armature reactions at full load.
FIELD CORE LENGTH.
The length of the field core may next he settled (assum-
ing definite pole) giving due attention to the heating, as the
watts per square inch radiating surface must he kept as low as 6
to 1, except in cases where the peripheral speed is very high or
the coils are wound in very thin layers. If the generator is
to he hiiilt with a stationary field the field current density should
not exceed 1000 amperes per square inch while with a revolving field
this value may reach as high as 1500 amperes per square inch in well
ventilated generators where the peripheral speed is not so high that
the windings must he completely inclosed to hold them in place.
Again, since with inductive load there is needed a greater field
current to produce normal terminal voltage, it is well to start
with a no load field current density equal to about 35fo of the max-
imum allowable density, this will then make ample allowance for the
increased field current with full load at a power factor considera-
bly less than unity. The exciting voltages for alternating cur-
rent generators may be taken as 110 volts up to 1500 K, W. and 220
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volts for machines of larger capacity.
Having settled on the densities to he used in each part
of the magnetic circuit and also having determined the length of
each section the open circuit saturation curve may nov7 be calculated
exactly as in the case of the airect current machine and this curve
should be carefully plotted.
AHLIATUHE REACTANCE.
Using figure 49 let us consider the self inductance of
the armature conductors which lie in a slot under the pole face.
It is evident from the figure that there will he a flux set up
which will surround the conductors in each slot and which will he
caused hy the current flowing in these conductors. Then since
ra. m. f.
flux = --Z---7 ^Q-y write
Reluctance
" R ~
_5_
/< a
length of path
since m. m. f. = .4n IT I and reluctance =
/H^ times the area
Now let us call this total flux 9^ and since the length
of magnetic path for this flux is not constant the flux will he
divided into fiV^ paths and designated as 9l, 92, Ts, 94» ^5- I'®"^
9-L
= flux as represented in figure 50 . The magneto m-^tive
force producing this flux is therefore equal to .4n II I J2 , where
I is the effective value of current in the conductor or conductors
of the slot. The reluctance of the air gap is so great in com-
parison to the reluctance of the iron path through which this flux
passes that only the length of the air circuit need he considered.
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Therefore the reluctance = - and per unit length of armature a will
a
he represented hy A and the length of path hy 2 G. hence
(p _ I't^l^^-llJAA where A and G are in centimeters if
^ 2 G
A and G are expresseo in inches,
05 3.2 I IT AY _
2 G
Then,
How let ^2 = through the section H, figure 51
9 _ 3.2_/f_I_:N_H
^
"
G
Let 9^ = flux through the section D
^
3.2_/F 1_E D
^ B
Now let 9^ oe the flux which cuts across the copper con-
ductors in the slot figure 52 . Prom the figure it is seen
that the conductors ?/hich lie in the bottom of the slot will he
interlinked with all of the flux 9^ "but the top conductors will
only he interlinked with a portion of this flux and again the m. m.
f. of the bottom conductors will tend to produce a flux surrounding
the bottom conductors only.
ITow let us investigate the flux d9^ througn the section
dx. 2
a(p = 5l5»/L.L?-?--f and since this flux only cuts
4 B
X
or interlinks - IT conductors, an equivalent flux cutting all the
E
conductors would be o
3.2 /i" I IT E2dx
^ggj
''4
=
B
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= E
3.2 /y I H dX
^gg J
X =
3.E /E" I IT E (100)
^ 3 B
Now all the fliix has "been found except that due to the
end turns, 9^., which is very difficult to calculate and has been
foujid to he about l/lO as great per unit length of end turn as the
flux produced in the iron part of the circuit or,
95 per inch = l/lO (9i -^92 ^3 + ^4)
It must be remembered that 9i, 93, 9^ and 94 have been deduced per
unit length of armature and,
1—
, A H D E
, ^
9 = 3.2 j2 I U ( +- + -+ -f- 9p-
where N = conductors in one slot,
I = effective current flowing,
A, B, C etc. are as shovm in figure 49 all dimensions being
in inches.
Now let L s= the effective length of the armature. Then
the flux produced by the conductors in the iron part of the circuit
will be
3.2 jTl N (--- + ? + ? + -5-) L and if we let =
^ 2 G C B 3 B
^
length of one end turn,
r- A H D E ,
95 = .32 12 1 E (— + - + - + ---)I<H.^ ^ 2GCB3Bt
and 9o "T^ill be
,
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ITow if there are S slots per pole per phase the total 9^ will "be
per phase
°
^ 2GCB3B ^
Since with more than one slot per pole per phase the flux produced
by the conductors in another slot thereby increasing the inductance,
9q must be multiplied again by a constant K, as found from table VIIL|
TABLE VIII
Slots per pole per phase =1-2-3-4-5.-5 - 10
E =1-1.3 -1.4 -"1.5 - 1.6 - 1.7 - '2
T = /2" I IT S K (-^- + ? -u 5 + (5.2 L» + .32 )
^ 2 G G B 3 B
But since L^^ = |^i"£q8 = Inductance per phase
We have L-, = (A + 5 ^ 2 + J.) (3.2 L + .32 L. )
108 2GCB3B ^
o ^ -r 2n f 11^ s K , A H D E , . „ . .And X = 2n f Lt = n ( + _ + - + ) (5.2 l + .32 L4.)
1 10^ 2 G C B 3 B
^3_o|)
Where x = the reactance of one phase in ohms.
The above expression then gives a method by which the
reactance of a machine may be found in terras of its dimensions.
This expression of course applies when the slot is directly beneath
the pole shoe in definite pole machines and for any position for
machines with a round rotor. The value of x must be found for
the phase windings of definite pole machines with the slot placed
between the poles. Practically the only factor that will change
is the term represented by . In this case A may be assumed
2 G
to remain constant but 2 G must be taken as shown in figure 53.
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The value of reactance calculated with 2 G taken as in figure 53
is denoted by x'
•
SLOTS PER POLS PER PHASE.
By inspection of equation 102 it can be seen that the
reactance for a given machine varies as the square of the conduc-
tors in a slot and only directly as the number of slots, also the
shape of the slot has an important bearing on the reactance, hence
by properly proportioning the slot and air gap any reasonable
reactance may be obtained.
SHilPE OF SLOT.
Figure 54 represents a typical slot for a large alter-
nator. The slot contains 10 conductors and has a slot insulation
corresponding to a terminal voltage of 12,000 volts. The
space factor of this slot is about .29.
ARIIATURE WODINCrS.
Fractional pitch windings were discussed on page 78
and figures 45, 44 and 45 show three windings with 100%. 91.5% and
83.6% pitch respectively. An examination of figure will
show that the conductors in any one slot belong exclusively to one
of the three phases A, B and C, while in the case of fractional
pitch windings there are a certain number of slots containing con-
ductors belonging to two phases and as a consequence the v/inding
should be of the two layer type. This leads to the use of lap
windings such as are used in direct current machines. But full
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pitch v^indings may Tdg carried out either as lap or spiral windings
and conse 'iTiently as single or two layer windings, in figures 58
and 59
Again windings may "be carried out in what is called
whole-coiled in which, for any one phase, there is an armature coil
opposite each field pole, as shown in figure 57 , or they may be
carried out as half-coil winding, there "being, for any one phase
only one armature coil per pair of poles instead of one armature
coil per pole. A half coil winding is shown in figure 56.
It is usual to employ half coil windings for three phase
windings where the spiral type is adopted, but lap windings are
inherently whole coil windings, as may be seen from figure 58.
It is mechanically desirable to employ fractional pitch
windings in bipolar designs, as otherwise the arrangements of the
end connections presents difficulties. In most instances of
designs for more than two poles, a full pitch winding is satisfac-
tory.
Figure 55 represents the general shape of revolving pole
alternator (definite pole type) and shows the mean length of mag-
netic path per pole.
CAICULATIOn OF FIELD AI^ERK TURIJS
FULL LOAD Al^D VARIOUS POV/ER FACTORS.
Let X ss reactance of one phase as measured v-'ith windings
directly beneath the pole shoe.
x-j^ = reactance of one phase as measured with windings
between pole shoes.
r s resistance per phase.
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e = terminal voltage.
Eqs= Induced voltage.
The armature reactions for three phase machines may he expressed
as 1.5 /2" I H, or for an n phase machine = ^ I U» This,
of course assumes a concentrated winding.
The diagram for the alternator is shown in figure 61
which shows the various vectors assuming a lagging current. Since
lagging current is expressed as,
I as i + j i^ and impedance
Z = r + j x* where x is inductive reactance.
The total induced e. m. f. = e-»-IZ
• •
= e + f i + j i-^) (r + j x)
= e i r - i^x + j (i x + i^L^) (103)
where e + i r - i-j^x = real component of the voltage and fi x + i^L^^
- out of phase component.
JSow let us turn to the open circuit saturation curve which
shows the value of field ampere turns plotted against terminal volts.
When a load is placed on the machine the value of field
excitation must he changed on account of the -armature resistance,
reaction and self induction.
The armature reaction may demagnetize, magnetize or shift
i
the field flux from one side of the pole to the other or may com-
bine hoth effects.
The energy current is a maximum when the e . m. f. is a
maximum ano therefore reaches this value when the slot is directly
beneath the pole and hence has only a shifting tendency.
If the magnetic reluctance is constant all around the
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armature then the shift of the field fluz may be found directly
from a vector diagram. This would be the case in a round rotor
alternator but when definite poles are used the magnetic reluctance
is not constant and the shift has been found to be from .5 to ,66
the value as obtained for a round rotor machine or as obtained for
a vector diagram assuming equal reluctance.
The wattless component of current, however reaches its
maximum when the slot is midway between the poles and since the
armature reaction due to this component of current is either mag-
netizing of demagnetizing depending on whether the current is lead-
ing or lagging and therefore is the same for both types of machines.
Now let M I « the total armature reaction then since I =
i j i-j_ (for lagging current) the armature reaction = M i - j M 1-^
for a round rotor alternator.
For a deninite pole machine armature reactions will be,
M i + i %i-[_, where M = .5 to .66 M-j_, these components are re-
presented in figure 61.
The self induction of the alternator is caused by flux
which is set up by the armature current and which does not inter-
link with the main flux. In a definite pole machine this changes
with the position of the armature winding in regard to the pole
when the power component of current is a maximum the self induction
is a maximum and when the wattless component of current is a max-
im.um the self induction is a minimum.
A method for calculating the self induction for various
positions of the slot has been given. In the diagram two other
factors are represented i.e. n and n-j^» which represent two values
of m. m. f
.
which show the phase position of the true m. m. f . of
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the field which is in phase with the field flux. n and n^ are
I
therefore expressed in ampere turns. n is found directly
from the open circuit saturation curve and is that value of ampere
turns which corresponds to the real voltage {e - i r - i]_x)
,
n-^ is
found hy the proportion,
(i X + in r)
_ n,
(e + i r - i x)
Now since the flux is 90 ahead of the induced e. m. f. we can re-
present this flux in complex quantities by multiplying by +J, or
since F s= the vector sum of {-m-j^ j n) , and -M i - j i-^,
which represents the armature m. m. f. or,
F = -M i' - n^ + J(n - l/I^ i^)
p2 ^ - M i)^ + fn - i^)^
I 2 2 ' «
F = (n^ - Mi) + fn - ) fl04|
This S'i'^es ^ method of calculating the total field ampere
!
! turns for any power factor and any armature current.
EFFIGIEUGY
The efficiency can now he calculated by the following
method.
Assume non-inductive load and calculate,
21. I R loss of armature at any load,
2. I^R of field at any load, I
'
i
3. Hysteresis loss may be found by calculating the weight
of the armature stampings and taking the loss per pound for the
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curve given in the direct current desip:n.
4, Windag-e and friction must "be assumed,
Output
Eff «
Output losses
Although in most cases the friction and windage losses
for direct connected generators are charged to the prime mover,
it will not "be done so with the machine designed.
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CALCULATIOIJ OF A TURBO -ALTERilATOR.
Three phase - 15— K. W. - 60 cycles - 5 poles - 2500
volts - Y conneeted - 1200 R. P. M.
Diameter =s E x Uq of poles.
From Table K = 7,5 D = 7.5 z 5 « 45" diameter.
Peripheral speed = = 14,000* per minute.
r-P = y3 E I, where E = line voltage, I = line current.
p 1500000
I « 7:^- s = 377 amp.
^3 E 3 z 2300
Armature reactions for turho-alternator betv/een 3750 - 4500.
Take 4000 ampere turns.
Arm Reaction = 1.5 2I1I 11 =
---r-?------ = 5 turns per
2 1.5 X 377
pole per phase.
ilo load ampere turns 2.5 x 4000 = 10,000.
Since three phase - 6 poles, total turns on armature =5x3
6 = 90 turns = 180 conductors.
Take two conductors per slot makes 90 slots.
Pitch of slot anrl tooth = --|q--= 1.57".
From table insulation must be .14" thick.
Assuming 550 mils per ampere, for 377 amperes there must
be 207,000 mils = .1625 square inches.
Take v/idth of slot .57" tooth 1".
Width of conductor = .57 - (2 x .14) « .29".
1625Height of copper must be -
—
55 = .56".
Dimensions of conductor .29" x .56".
Depth of tooth = f2 x .56) ^ f3 x .14) + .32 = 1.86" call 1
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Width of tooth at top 1"
Width of tooth at base 1.04"
Width of tooth at notch .8"
Average width .95"
Use 4 air ducts 3/8" total = 1.5"
TOTAL LEITGTH OF AHIvIATURE
E X 10® orznn
FlTix = . E =er coil = ^^^-^^ = 1530 volts.
4.44 f N 2
. 1330 X 10®
(h _
_ 16,6 megalines.
^ 30 X 4.44 X 60
Assume density in teeth = 100000 lines per sc^uare inch.
Assume pole arc = 65%.
. 65 X Tl X 45
Length of armature covered hy one pole = --^— = 15.3".
15 3
ITumhcr of teeth covered hy one pole = ---- = 10.
1.57
16 ^ 00000Area of teeth under one pole = — = 16.6 square inches.
100000
166
Armature length = = 17.5". Allow .1 for insulation.
10 X .95
Air ducts = 1.5".
17 5
Total lensrth of armature = —-- + 1.5 = 21".
.9
Dimensions of pole, shoe =s 15.3" x 21" = 321 square inches.
. a. ^ . 321 + 166 . ^Approximate area of air gap = = 234 square inches.
2
Area of air gap = ?]ff. area of pole shoe area of teeth at surface
divided "by 2.
Eff. area of pole shoe = (reg. arc K x length of air gap) length
of armature K from tahle =2.2.
Eff. area of pole shoe = (15.3 ^ 2.2 x 7/16) 21 = 342 square inches.
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Efi. area of air gap = = 254 square inches.
LMCrTH OF AIR GAP = L
8
A T = 2 1/2 z 1.5 /Tx J)I I = 2 1/2 X 4000 = 10000.
A T = .513 B L B « —I—- = 1§§2QQ20 = 55400 lines per sq. in.
e Sff. A 254
lOOCO
^'d- - ~z
—
= •'^89 Inches call ,5 inches
e
.512 x 65400
GALCULATIOIT OP RSACTAHCE
-8
. S i£ (-4- -
I
- 2 - (3.2 L . .32 L, ) 10
2~i~.489 ^ 757 .07 T3"x l7d4
T /I 1 r / 1 •I'i 1.875 , ^
.32 X 29)
See drawing of slot for dimensions
L = length of arm conductor (see next calculations)
^ _
96_(1.025_;^ 1.193 +_.6) (67.2_;|- 9.28)
^"
---§
2 055
-I--- = .000205 henries
10^
x=2nfL=577x .000205 = .0774
.0774 X 37.7
= .0219 = 2.19%
1330
X* = reactance for full lagging current.
Since there is no pole shoe above teoth, length of 2 G in this
case = .785 x n =» 2.465 inches.
_
1
_
10^
96 X 2.19 X 76
=» o = .00016 henries
10
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377 X .00015
x» = = .0604
1330
X. . ?ZZ.?.l259! = .0172 = 1.72%
1330
JJtJIltj Oil LI J. dXlU L/UXX=<~(Xl'Ji.X
T. _ T on cr"t"Vi o-f esf'TiQ T*<i T' ' — "nPiT o n T*f» Tr pT'nin "hfl'h'lpc' — A.Xl S3 Xclifi Oil <J X CtX iilCt U-X C X = J'U-LC Clx L» » J\. XX (jaUJLCO — t: •
XlfcJIig^O.li — (~i S. ~ rt Ji. X<J.«J = Xwc^.t;/ XiXOLlOia
Resistance "oer foot = .00005
Resistance of armature = 2 x 30 x 103.2 x .00005 = .01294
Gall .013 per phase.
.013 X 377
= 3.69 7o
1330
OALGULATION OF DBmSIOITS AIID LENGTH OF PATHS
Radial depth of armature assruning 80000 lines per sq.uare inch =
y,— . =
— = 8.4 mes:alines since flux divides.
/O L ^ 2
L = 21 inches.
8400000
Radial depth = = 5 inches.
80000 X 21
Entire depth of arm "body = 5 +1 7/8 =6 7/8 inches.
. X 45 3 3/4 ^10 -r 45 r-^ ,
2
^
"
" 2x6
Length of yoke = length of arm = 21 inches
Allowing 20% for leakage flux from pole to arm
m ^1-^ 16.6 X 1.2 noc<^or\r\ t -t-v-.«riY m yoke = ^ = yyoLKJUU imes.
9950000
~800Q0~ ~ scLuare inches.
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124
= 5.4 inches radial depth of yoke.
Mean diameter =45 - 3 - 15 =
-| = 13 inches.
Mean length of path = + 13 = 16.4 inches
^ 2 z 6
POLE CORE AIH) FIELD.
Assume length of field core 10 inches.
Prom compounding curves at full load, 8 P. F. lag.
14400 ampero turns are required as will he seen later.
Assume 100 arap. in field, gives 144 turns per pole at 1500 amperes
per square inch gives -=-;r = .0675 square mcnes.1500
Make rilDbon for pole .75 inches x ,09 inches v/ide - z layers.
Insulation between layers = .01 makes .1 inches total.
144 T .1Length of coil = ^ = 7.2 inches.
Make coil 7.2 Inches long cut pole to 8 inches in length make
shoe 1.5 inches at center of pole core.
Assume 80000 lines per square inch in pole core,
19900000
. ,
""80000" ~ square inches cross section area. ^
Since coil is 1.5 inches thick make pole core 21 inches wide,
? 48Then
-|j = 13,8 inches = length at right angles to shaft.
21 + 1.5 + ,5) 2 = 70.6 inches
= 850 feet = lenf^th of v/ire on one pole.
Mean length of turn = (13.8 1.5
70.6 X 144
12"""
Resistance of one foot of wire ,0675 square inches = ,00052 at 50
Resistance of one field pole = 850 x ,00052 = ,443
Total resistance of 5 poles, 3 in series, two branches in parallel
= 1.329.
220
With 220 volts exciter voltage allows 7--= = 155 amperes to flow,
1 . 33
To allow 100 amperes to flow, total resistance of field and rheo-
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Stat = =2.2
100
Resistanoe of rheostat at 100 amperes = 2.2 = .87
This malcGS 61% drop in field and 39% in rheostat.
HEATING IN FIELD.
P 2
I R under worst conditions = 100 x 1.33 = 133000 watts
Outside radiating area = (13.8 + 3 + .5 + 21 + 3 .5) 7.2 x 2 =
559 square inches.
Inside radiating area = (13.8 + 21 + .5 + .5) 7.2 x 2 = 472 sq^uare
inches
.
End area = (17.3 x 21.5) - (14.3 x 18.5) = 108 square inches.
Radiating end area = 108 -^• 108 = 324 square inches.
Total radiating surface = 1355 square inches.
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SATUEATIOH CURVES
Voltage 1350
Sq.. in.
area megalines
A.T.
per in. length
Amp. /
turn
Armb ody 80000 105 8.4 19.5 13.57" 264
Pole core 80000 248 19.9 19.5 8" 156
Air gap 65300 254 16.6 .5" 10000
Yoke 80000 124 9.9 20.3 16.4" 334
Teeth 100000 166 16.6 105 1 7/8" 197
Voltage 1800 bet\7een lines 1037 to neutral.
Armbody
Pole core
61900
63000
105
248
6.5
15.6
8.7
8.9
Air Gap
Yoke
Teeth
51200
63060
78500
254
124
166
13
7.8
13
12.7
18
.5
Voltage ss 1555 to neutral.
10950
118
71.1
8010
208
34 8441
\ Armb ody 92900 105 9.75 54 13.57 733
\
Pole core 94500 248 23.4 63 8 504
] Air gap 76700 254 19.5 12000
! Yoke 94500 124 11.7 63 16.4 689
\
Teeth 117500 166 19.5 445 1.875 835
Voltage 1500 to neutral.
;
Armb ody 84500 105 9.4 40 13.57 543
; Pole core 90000 248 22.25 42 8 336
ji Air gap 74000 254 18.8 .5 11600
\ Yoke
i|
90000 124 11.13 42 16.4 669
! Teeth 113100 166 18.8 320 1.875 600
15102
13768
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PHASE CHARACTERISTICS
r = .013, X ' = .05, X = .08,
4000
m' = = 10
377
.51, in = 2/3 10. 61=7.07
No Load
P. ¥. .7 lag .8 .9 1.0 .9 lead 8 7
i
i' -384 -281 -183 183 281 384
e 1S30 1330 1330 1330 1330 1330 1330
ir
i'x' 15.87 10.99 -10.99 -16.87 —23 .2
e + ir - i*x •1353.2 1345.8 1341 1330 1319 1313 1307
n 11250 11150 11100 10950 10900 10820 10790
i'r 4.99 -3.50 -3.30 3.38 3.66 4.99
i X
i'r + i X 4.99 -3.65 -3.38 3.38 3.66 4.99
n» 4.15 3.03 2.795 2.79 3.02 4.11
i m
i'm' 4070 2983 1940 -1940 -2983 -4070
A=i in + n' 4.15 3.03 2.8 3.38 3,63 4.99
B=sii - i'm' 15320 14133 13040 10950 8950 7837 5720
F = A^+ 15320 14133 13040 10950 8950 7837 6720
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PHASE CHARACTERISTICS
r = .013, X' = .05, X = .08, m» = -522 = 10.51, m = 2/3 10.51=«7.07
1/2 Load
P.F. .7 lag .8 .9 1 .0 9 lead 8 7
i 188.5 188.5 188.5 188.5 188.5 188.5 188 ,5
i» -192 -140 .
5
-91.5 91.5 140,5 192
e 1330 1330 1330 1330 1330 1330 1330
ir 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 2 .45 2 ,45 2 ,45
i»x' 11.6 8.44 5.49 -5.49 -8 ,44 -11,5
e ir - i^x' 1344 1340.9 1338 1332 .
5
1327 1324 1320
n 11180 11100 11050 11000 10990 10950 10900
i'r -2.49 -1.825 -1.19 1.19 1.825 2,49
i X 15.1 15.1 15.1 15.1 15.1 15,1 15,1
i'r + i X 12.51 13.275 13.91 15.1 16.29 16,9 17.59
n» 10.5 11 11.5 12.45 13,45 14 14.45
i m 1332 1332 1332 1332 1332 1332 1332
l»m' -2040 -1489 -971 971 1489 2040
A=i m n' 13425 1343 1343.5 1344.5 1345 .
5
1345 1345.5
B=n - i 13220 12589 12021 11000 10019 9461 8850
F = A 13270 12620 12100 11100 10100 9550 8950
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PEASE CHARACTERISTICS
01
3
'
- .05 X = .08, ,
4000
m' = = 10, ol, m :
377
= 2/3 10. 61=7,07
Pull Load
P.P. .7 lag .8 .9 1.0 .9 lead 8 7
•
1 377 377 377 377 377 377 377
-384 -281 -183 183 281 384
e 1330 1330 1330 1330 1330 1330 1330
ir 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4,9 4,9
i'x' 23.2 16 .87 10.99 -10.99 -16,87 -23,2
e ir - i'x ' 1358.1 1351.7 1345 .8 1334.9 1324 1317,1 1311.7
n 11250. 11200 11100 11000 10900 10830 10800
i'r -4.99 -3 .56 -3.30 3.38 3,66 4.99
i X 22.6 22.6 22.6 22.6 22.6 22,6 22.6
i'r + i X 17.61 19.0 19.22 22.6 25.98 26.26 27.59
n' 14.6 15.75 15.9 18.65 21.4 21,6 22.5
i m 2665 2555 2655 2665 2565 2555 2565
i'm' 4070 2983 1940 -1940 -2983 -4070
A = i m + n' 2679 2680.2 2680.9 2683.6 2686.4 2586.6 2687.6
B = n - i'm' 15320 14183 13040 11000 8960 7847 6730
F = A^+ 15590 14400 13310 11320 9340 8390 7570
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COMPOUNDING CURVES
.8 Lag
load % 25 50 75 100 125
I 94.2 188.5 282.8 377 471.3
i 75.5 150.9 227 301.8 377
i' -56.5 -113 -170 -226 -283
e 1330 1330 1330 1330 1330
i r .981 1.96 3.0 3.9 4.9
i'x» -3.4 -6.3 -10.2 -13.6 -17
e + i r - i'x' 1335.4 1339.3 1343 1347.5 1352
n 11050 11100 11150 1120 11250
i' r -.735 -1.5 -2.2 -2.8 -3.7
i X 6.05 12.1 18.2 24.1 30.2
i» r + i X 5.3 10.6 16 21.3 26.5
n' 44 88 145 228 287
i m 535 1069 1610 2140 2670
-603 -1205 -1815 -2410 -3020
A = i m + nV 579 1157 1755 2368 2957
B « n - i*m' 11653 12305 12965 15610 14270
11670 12380 13090 13810 14550

1
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GOLCPOIMDIITG CURVES
•8 Lead
Load % 25 50 75 100 125
I 94.3 188.5 282.5 377 471.3
i 75.5 150.9 227 301.8 377
i' 56.5 113 170 226 283
6 1330 1330 1330 1330 1330
ir .981 1.96 3.0 3.9 4.9
i'z' 3.4 6.8 10.2 13.6 17
e i r - i*x' 1326 1325 1323 1320 1318
n 10930 10920 10910 10900 10880
i' r .735 1.5 2.2 2.8 3.7
i X 6.05 12.1 18.2 24.1 30.2
i' r + i X 6.8 13.6 20.4 26.9 33.9
56.2 112 168 216 280
ji m 535 1069 1610 2140 3020
3
60.3 1205 1815 2410 3020
jA « i m + n' 591.2 1181 1378 2356 3300
|b = n - i»m' 10327 9715 9095 8490 7860
If = a2 + b2 10350 9800 9250 8800 8520
J
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REGULATIOIT
At full load, ampere turns = 12800 with .8 P, lag.
If switch is pulled voltage rises to 1510 volts as indicated from
saturation curve,
E - e 1510 - 1330 p .-^^Reg. = — -
—
= 1330 ~ ^^'^y^ ^'^S'
Voltage at unity P, F. full load, if switch is pulled = 1360 volts.
Reg. « i§^2-I-1559 = 2.26% Unity P.F.^ 1330 ,
Voltage at .9 P, F. lead full load, if switch is pulled = 1095 v.
Heg. = i552 I = -17,6% .0 P. F, Lead,
1330
EFFIG lENCY
Volume of iron in armature = mean diameter z n x depth x breadth.
Mean diameter at arm body = £2,5 + 1,875 + 2 l/2 = 26 7/8",
jl
Volume of iron = (53,75 x n x 5(21 - 1,5)) ,9 = 14800 cu, in,
Ij
Width of iron per ou. ft. := 495 lb,
il Width of iron in arm. body = i^?-- x 495 = 4250 lb,
I
1728
jj
Watts per lb. at 6000 - 800000 lines per set, in, =1,4 from curve.
'I Watts core loss in arm. body = 1.4 x 4250 = 5950 watts.
) Volume of one tooth = .95 x (21 - 1.5) x 1.875 = 34.7 cu. in.
ii
90 teeth gives
---to^o-- = 1.81 cu. ft.
34.7 x_90
T728
5 Watts per lb. at 5000 - 100000 lines per sq. in. = 2.36.
jj
1,81 X 495 X 2,36 <= 2120 watts,
I
Total core loss = 5450 + 2120 = 8070 watts = 8,01 K.W,
'i Friction loss = 1,5% = ,015 x 1500 = 22.5 K.W.
I
f
Load loss = 1% = .01 X 1500 = 15 K.W.
i I^R loss of field = constant = 100^ x 1.33 = 13300 watts.
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EFPICIEIJCY - THREE PHASES
Load
K.W. K^W.
I Output I'^Rg^ i2r^
XiUctU. JjUoo
in K. W.
25% 0/7 ..>4C) 13.3 15
50% TOO Kloo .O 7o4.0 13.3 15
75% O DO K llOl.O O.lid 13.3 15
lOOfo Oil loUU D.O'l 13.3 15
125% 471.3 1677 8.65 13.3 15
Load
K.W.
Friction
K.W.
Gore loss
K.W.
Total loss
Z.W.
Input
Percent
Eff
.
25% 22.5 8.07 59.25 436.25 86.5
50% 22.5 8.07 60.26 814.76 92.7
75% 22.5 8.07 62 1193.5 95
100% 22.5 8.07 64.41 1564.4 96
125% 22.5 8.07 67.52 1944.5 96
TORQUE OH SHORT CIRCUIT
r = .013 x' = .016 z = .0614 in percent r = .0037
X « .02 z = .021.
E 1
I in percent on short circuit = - = ---- = 47.6
z .021
P s= 3 E I cos
P.F. = -^^i? = .212
.0614
P= 3zlx47.6x 212 = 17.5 times full load output.
If speed remains constant at instant of short circuit torque would
he 17.5 times normal torque.
Therefore shaft must he 17 times size for normal torque.
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HEATIHG m ARIMTHRE
Inside radiating area « (21 - 1.5) 46 x n = 2820 sq. in.
Outside radiating area = i21_-_1.52{46_+_5_l/2[n = 1620 sq.. in.
2(46 + 3 7/16) X 6 7/8
Edge area = — = 453 sq. m.
1.5
Area in air ducts = §.?-iM.^-3_7/l6).6.2/8 ^ 13,5
2
Total « 6258 sq. in.
Watts to be radiated at full load = core loss + I^^a ^^^^ loss =
8.07 + 5.54 15 = 28.6 K.W.
28600 A c ^44,5d watts T)er sq. m.
6258
This is not to high since peripheral speed is 14000 feet per minute l
and the radiating of end turns is not considered.
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IV M. M. F.
A magnet pole attracting or repelling another magnet
pole of equal strength at nnit distance with imit force is called
a unit magnet pole, and the space surrounding a magnetic is called
a magnetic field.
The magnetic field at unit distance from a unit
magnet pole is called a unit magnetic field and its value is one
line of force per sq. cm.
Hence from a unit magnetic pole thus issue a total
of 4n lines of magnetic force. Since at unit radius in cms. from
the pole in all directions the area is that of a sphere ivhose area
is 4Tir but since r = unity we have the total flux ^ = 4n.
T/hen an electric current flows in a conductor the
space surrounding the conductor is a magnetic field, thus an elec-
tric current represents a magneto -motive force (m. m. f.)
The magnetic field of a straight conductor, whose
return conductor is so far distant as not to affect the field, con-
sists of lines of force surrounding the conductor in concentric
circles
.
The strength or intensity of the magnetic field is
directly proportional to tl-ie current and inversely proportional to
the distance from the conductor.
The magnetic circuit produced hy an electric current
surrounds the electric circuit, and inversely. That is the elec-
tric circuit and magnetic circuit are interlinked with each other.
Unit current in an electric circuit is that current
which -oroduces in a magnetic circuit of unit length (surrounding
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the oonduotor) the field intensity 4n. Tliat is produces as many
lines of force per sq.. cm. as issue from a unit magnet pole.
One tenth unit current is the practical unit or amp-
ere. One ampere in an electric circuit or turn, that is, one
ampere turn thus produces in a map-netic circuit of unit length the
field intensity and in a magnetic circuit of length L the field
intensity ---- and thus F ampere turns produce in a magnetic cir-
10 L
^
cuit of length L the field intensity H = ---- lines of force per
sq.. om. regardless of whether the F ampere turns are produced hy
F amperes in one turn or F turns through which one ampere flows,
the magnetic circuit of course is in air.
In air v/e thus see that field intensity H and mag-
netic induction are the same which gives us the general law for
air.
fl05) /^ =/( H Where >C is ^ measure of the permeability
of the flux conducting medium and for air is taken as unity, while
for some metals may reach a value as high as 5000.
Bouation 105 may he v/ritten in several forms and for
the sake of convenience it will be reduced to a more applicable
form for design.
For air = >^ H
.4n u I
=^
L
y^-Ji-- = IT I but = 1 for air.
A-1.S57
IT I = .8yd L where y^= lines per sq. cm., L = length
of magnetic path in cmc
.
.8/^ ^ (107
U I = — L cms.
sq.. cm.
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But since 1 inch = 2.54 cms. and 1 sq. in. = 6.45 sq.. cms. "by suh-
stitution
N I = .313 yS LfloeKvhere = lines of force per sq.
in. and L = length of magnetic path in inches. This value IT I
corresponds to maximum and I is the maximum value of current^
1
'itto reduce
to the effective value must he multiplied hy Hence
the formula becomes for effective value of current
n I' = l??:?:^--- = .ZZZ/6 L. \mere I' = the
effective value of the current.
Ap-ain for a magnetic circuit in iron.
^
/Q ^ . „ T» .313>S ^ l>c/O =M d which reduces to N I' ---j .
. .
and for a magnetic circuit of air and iron m series.
iz
(109
Where N I' = ampere turns to produce the density in lines per
so. in. in the air. density in lines per sq. in. in the iron,
where L = length of magnetic path in air, where = length of
magnetic path in iron, J\ = permeability of the iron at density/?.
By the introduction of the term reluctance R which
by definition is equal to - the equation for magfietic induction
takes the form = - which is vory similar to the equation for
R
the electric circuit I = | and just as the total resistance of a
number of electric circuits connected in series is the sum of their
separate resistance, so if a circuit or a portion of a circuit is
traversed by the same magnetic flux, the total magnetic reluctance
is the sum of the separate magnetic reluctances, or
R = Rn R2 + R5
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But imlike resistance, v/hich is independent of the current density,
reluctance is dependent upon the density of the flux passing a given
section, that is the reluctance varies with the flux density for all
magnetic materials.
Again if tr/o or more magnetic circuits are so
arranged as to have their magnetic paths in parallel, the total re-
luctance may he expressed in the same way as the total resistance
of two or more electric circuits in parallel and for parallel re-
luctance. The total reluctance =
T,
_
(110)R =
J 1
—
^i_
-r i-
-h i- +
Ro R3
Consider the case of the shell type transformer,
see figure 52 . The ampere turns of the winding mounted on the
core will produce a flux which will follov; the paths as indicated,
and will be equal to provided the reluctance of the paths
are equal. Again if the cross-section of the center core is
twice that of each outside core there will he two paths of equal
reluctance, R-, and .
m.m. f
. /-, n r^
Now 9 = . (110a
Reluctance
and R - i_ + 1- = (111)
^ - R^ Rg Ri - R2
^1 %
and T = m. m. f . .
Rl R2
It has been seen that vfnen a current flows in an
electric conductor, lines of force are produced which are inter-
linlred with this conductor. If the current increases the number
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of lines increase, if the current decrease the numher of lines de-
crease. Tliis is the condition for the generation of an electro-
motive force in the conductor.
If on a coil of wire a harmonically varying e. ra. f.
is impressed a current will flow therein. This current in turn
V7ill produce a raag-netic flux which is alternating in value and of
the same frequency as the impressed e. m. f. Since this flux
passes from maximum in a given direction to zero and to a maximum
in the opposite direction the electric conductor is cut hy lines of
magnetic force, this is the condition necessary for the generation
of an e. m. f. which T;ill be in opposition to the impressed e.ra.f.
d9
and may he vory nearly eciual as hy definition e = n — , whore e =
dt
e. m. f. at any instant corresponding to the cutting of d^ lines
of force in time dt by n conductors.
If T is a harmonically varying quantity then,
9 = 9 sin cot
where 9 = value of the flux at any instant and 9 = maximum value
of 9 and wt = a uniformly varying angle.
Then ^cp
— = CO. 9 cos cot •
dt
By substitution e = IT co 9 cos cot and e will be a maximum when cos
cot = unity.
Or
E = IT CO 9 , but CO = 2 n f and
max . - *
E = II 9 2 n f . (112)
ITow in order to reduce to the effective value of e. m. f. which is
eciual to |/ moan e^ , find the relation between the maximum value
of a sine wave of e . m. f. and its effective value.
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Let e =s E sin x, then "by definition
'eff.
? 2
S__3in x_dx (113)
n
sin" X dx (114)
. 2 ^ cos 2 X
sin X =s -
sin X dx = cos 2 X dx (115)
n
2
SulDstituting in 113 the value of 1 sin^ x dx
Jo
9
'^1®eff. ~ n (116
Hence the ratio of effective value to maximum value island re-
ducing equation 112 to effective value,
N 9 2 n f
'eff.
e = 4.44 f 9 H,
eff.
(117)
Y/here 9 = maximnjn flux through coil.
IT = numher of tiurns interlinked v/ith 9.
f = ffequenc:/ in cycles per second.
e «^ = effective e. m. f. in ah. volts, or e in volts
eff. eii.
= 4.44 f 9 IT X 10"^ , which is the fundamental equation of the trans
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formor, the application of wliioh \7ill "be given later.
If tv^o coils A and B could Tdg so arranged that the
fluz produced, v/hen a current flows in coil A would interlink coil
B then an e . m. f. would he produced in coil B proportional to
this flux, the rate of cutting and the nurnher of turns therein, or
if = turns in coil A, ? = fluz produced when a current flows in
coil A. See figure o2a.
Let = turns in coil B and let these turns be cut
"by the same flux 9.
dcpi
Then e-i = —
-
dt
62 = %
dt
©1 % ^1 ^ . ^
or = and the ratio is called the ratio of
eg
transformation.
This of course is the ideal case or tho case v/Liere
there is no loss of e. m. f. in coil A due to (I R) drop and where
all the flux produced hy coil A cuts coil B. In practice this
condition can never hy reached as there will always he a loss in
e. m. f. due to I R drop when a current flows over a conductor
and there v/ill always he a certain amount of flux produced by the
current in coil A that will cut coil A and not cut coil B, and
under load conditions there will he a flux produced by coil B which
will cut the conductors of coil B, but will not cut the conductors
of coil A. This flux is called the leakage flux and will be
discussed more fully under "leakage flux".
The correct relation betv/een impressed e. m. f.
primary induced e. m. f, and secondary induced e. m. f. is.
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e impressed = ir e-
= ir + IJ .
dt
And with no leakage,
e - ir
e
1
In the actual transformer the leakage flux may he
very muoh reduced hy interleavin,r^ the coils as shown in figure 63
and most modern transformers are so built as to take advantage of
this feature.
Let us assume again that the impressed e. m. f. =
the coujiter e. m. f. and that the former follows the sine law.
d9 I—
e = M = E sin cot = 7 2 Ei sin wt,
^ dt
where = the effective value of e. m. f.
Then
d9 = — L sm (icot dt
9 = 1_ eiii sin cot dt = ---r.- sm (cot + *
^1 CO i^J-j^
/2 E-
The ahove epilation shows that tVie flux also follows
e
a sine law leading the induced e. m. f. hy 90 .
At no load the transformer takes a certain power
which is expended almost entirely on hysteresis and eddy current
losses, because the copper losses are then so small that they may
be disregarded. The no load power is then practically equal
to the iron losses or,
P - P = E I' cos (bo , where I' is the
^0 ~ i ^ '
effective value of a sine current which has the same effective
value as the actual magnetizing current 1^ and lags behind the
e. m. f. by the angle 9o«
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E Iq cos 9q = hysteresis and eddy loss.
Consider nov; the case of a single coil v;ound on
an iron core which corresponds to the primary of a transformer and
let E = the effective value of the impressed e. m. f. assuming a
sine wave of electro-motive force.
"^'^
» - .l.lll.
.
(118)
-
- 4.44 f N
In other words when an effective e. m. f. = E is
impressed on a coil of IT turns the frequency "being f cycles per
second, there must he produced a flux in the iron core which inter-
links with the II turns, whose maximum value 2 is,
CD = _i^__±bi__ provided the I R drop in the coil is
4.44 f N ^
.
neglected and for practical purposes this is the case since at no
load the current is usually about E% of full load value and the
I R drop is very small or v;e may say that the impressed e. m. f. is
equal to the counter e. m. f.
The necessary ampere turns to produce this flux will
consist of those wanted for the iron part of the circuit and those
to force the flux through the air gaps or joints.
The ampere turns to proa.uce the flux in the iron
are obtained from a saturation curve of th.e particular iron used
or by application of formula 109 provided the proper value of J\
is Imown. This value of /\ may be obtained from a. curve
for the iron un6.er discussion.
From the saturation curve v/hich is either a
or /3 -AT curve we see that the value of the magnetising force
depends on the value of and since = ---- it is evident
that for a p-iven maximum flux we will obtain a maximum flux density
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with a given arsa. Therefore such, an area of core in the trans-
former must he provided as will f^lve a practical value of flux den-
sity. From a study of the saturation curve v;e also see that he--
yond a certain flux density the magneti3in?5 force increases much
more rapidly t'.an the flux density and therefore we have the fol-
loTTing condition. Tliat is, the greater the flux density the
greater the numher of ampere turns to produce it hut not in a dir-
ect proportion.
The greater. the flux density the less the area of
the core and hence for a given length of magnetic path the less the
volume of iron and the shorter the length of one turn that is wound
on the iron core. The greater the flux density the greater the
hysteresis loss and eddy current loss as will he shov/n later.
The calculation of the A.T. to send the flux through
the joints depends only on the density at the joints and the length
and may he calculated directly hy using equation 109 or.
Effective A. T. = /3 L .
Or if = density in the iron in inches,^
L-j^ = mean length of magnetic jjath in inches,
^ = value of permeability at density
L = length of the joints,
= density at the joints,
Y = nuinoer of joints. See figure 63a,
Then A. T. effective to produce these densities is hy equation
or If^ = y^, which is usually the case.
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Hence by the applioation of formula 109 we may
oalculp.te tlie effective ampere turns for any transformer, wlien ,
L-j^, y , L and-y^^ are known, y6( of course may be determined from
the saturation curve pretaining to the particular iron which we are
using. L and L-j^ being taken as the mean paths of the flux in the
air and iron circuits. Figure 33 . represents such an iron
curve and figure 52 shows the watts lost in this particular iron
due to eddy currents and hysteresis at various densities and at a
frequency of 60 cycles. By using figure 52 we may calculate
the total iron losses for any density at 60 cycles when we know the
volumo or weight of the iron acre.
The waste of energy due to eddy current lorss may
be reduced by laminating the wire core and insulating these sheets
with varnish or iron oxide. ^i!his process increases the length
of the eddy current path and reduces its cross section thereby in-
creasing the value of the resistance and decreasing the value of
current
•
p
Besidec causing an IE loss the eddy current causes
an uneven distribution of flux in the lamination since their de-
magnetizing action is greatest at the center. The calculation
of the exact value of the eddy current is further complicated by
the inductance in their paths. But by assuming the inductance
as negligible we may obtain an approximate idea of their value and
with what quantities they vary.
It has been found that after transformers have been
worlred for some time the iron losses are increased by a considerable
amount while the permeability has at the same time been reduced.
This phenomenon is called ''ageing". Data has been presented by
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Ilr. G. V/. Partridpe in the iilectrician of December 7, 1894, show-
ing that on three transformers the iron loss increased from 55j^
to 50fo in the course of one to tv/o hundred days. The following
curves shov/ data taken hy others Tvhich illustrates the phenomenon
more clearly. In the more recently produced transformer iron
this phenomenon is almost ahsent as very little ageing will take
place even at high temperatures and it is only very recently that
iron has heen produced which will show a very much lower hysteresis
and eddy current loss than the values given in figure.
IITFLUEUCE OF JOINTS
The magnetic circuit is asually built up in such a
manner as to contain several joints. This is done to make it
possible to use former wou!id coils since this type of coil is cheap-
er to manufacture, easier to insulate and mount in position on the
core than the hand wound coil. The magnetic path is thus obstruc-
ted by joints which may be either of the butt or lap type.
From experiments by Ewing it is evident that the
reluctance of a turned butt joint in a solid iron rod is about the
samo as that of an air gap .05 m.m. or 2 mils thick when there is
practically no compression and less when the surfaces ^'^e forced to-
gether.
As the iron part of a transformer is built up of in-
sulated sheets the joint will naturally be rough and even if planed
off would not be as good as in solid metal. Hence a fair estim-
ate of the length of joints with laminated surfaces is approximately
4 rails. The following curves give very good results for joints
in a transformer core and may be used without great error.
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The reluctance of the joints may be reduced by over
lapping at the ends but we must insulate the plates in this case
or the eddy currents become excessive.
Figures 54 and 65 show tv/o methods of building
up cores vrith joints over lapping. Figure 65 has the area of
the air joint increased by cutting the lamination on a angle, there-
by decreasing the density and hence the m. m, f. necessary to force
the total flux through the magnetic circuit.
LIAGNETIzilllG AKD HO LOAD CURRENT
The magnetizing component of the no load current
may be found by
I -i— , (119)H
where Xj^ = ampere turns to seno flux through iron circuit,
X = ampere turns to send flux through the air current,
= total turns on primary side of transformer.
In order to find Iq* (core loss current) at no load,
we must know the iron losses at no load, or .= Pj^ ^ • At
no load the iron loss is practically the total power consumed,
since the copper loss is very small and again if we make the assump-
tion that at no load the induce-'' e. m. f. is equal to the impressed
e. m. f. we may v.Tite,
^0 = ^i = ^c
Pi
or = . (120)
And therefore which is the vector sum of 1^ and
Iex=/le*I^ (121)

See fig. 66
»
(122)
By previous equations we are able to calculate all tlie necessary
any density may "be found from the curve sheets for the iron used.
See curve sheet numher 32
CALCULATION OF LEMAGE REACTAiJCE
Let the leakage fluz he divided into six parts
= flux produced hy primary and cutting through the primary
coil itself.
9p = flux produced hy the primary and passing hetween primary
and secondary in iron.
9^ = flux produced hy primary and passing between the primary
and secondary end turns.
9^ = flux produced hy sooondary and cutting through the sec-
ondary winding.
9g = flux produced hy secondary and passing between the pri-
mary and secondary in the iron part of the circuit.
9 =a flux produced by secondary and passing between the pri-
6
mary and secondary end turns. See fig. 67.
lines cut 1/3 the primary turns it has the same effect as ^ lines
cuttino: all the turns.
data to determine I
ex'
As the core loss In watts per pound at
^3» ^4' ^6-
THEORY
The theory is based on the assumption that if $
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Pirst take the flux that passed through the section dx and call
this flux d9, then
4 n N» i' X
ra, m. f«
, r-^-\r\r.\
^
cLcp = = See equation (iJ-'-'aj —
dx A
4 n U' i» X dx X
^ since m. m. f . = 4 n N ' i
'
X L'
path
^ X ^
and the reluctance = length of , biit this flux only cuts ^ of
area
the coil and hence has the effect of an equivalent flux d^-|^ =
4 n IT* i»\x^ dx _
^ ^ ,
^ , .
which cuts the entire coil.
Therefore the equivalent which cuts the entire coil is,
r 4 n i'Ax^dx 4 n I'x^lV9 s s .
1 ZL» 3 L»
•'o
In like matiner
_
4 n i" iT XY
^4 - 3
•
But since i' II' = i" 1V\
4 n i» IV \ Y\ ' S
4 n U' i' 4 n U' i' g X g \
= s area = length = L'
2 L
^ ^ Rel = ^-^1
9
4 n i"
_
4 n N" i" g X
4 Tl IT' i' g X
cp «
6 2 L'
^3
4 n i' 4 n H' i' gyo
~ 2 L'
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4 n ii" i" 4 n H" i" p/o
= — ss / -
4 n N' i*
2 L»
Total flux = 9^ <P2+ 9^-^ 9^
^1
4 n N» i • X
CP _
4_n.iJ* i' A y
4 ~ 3 L'
9 s
^2
9^ =»
9cr «
4 n N' i * g A
2 L»
2 L»
4 n !•
4 n i' g/3
cpg =
z-ZZ-'-f-
Adding J =
2 L'
4 n i A ^
3
4:) g
IT' 9 Li'
But L «
—
r- or 9 = --7-
1
' ~ IJ'
L i'
_
4 n N' i'
+ -A?
3 3 /\6 /^o
4 n n2
O ri23
3 3
I
'
.
Where L is in cms, and x, y» ^ » g» . ^' cms. to re
duce L to henrys multiply by 10"*^.
The proper application of this equation will very
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closely approximate the reaotance of a tranoforraer although care
must be used in its application since with transformers composed
of many coils it is often very difficult to determine the correct
leakage path for the various sections.
Hobart has given the following equation for calcu-
lating the trF-nsformer reactance.
fo reactance drop ss f -g-^-Q . (124)
where a = effective value of primary ampere turns,
b = height of the winding space in cms.
c = core density in kilo-lines per su. era.
The curve in figure 69 gives values of f depend-
ing on the ratio of width of winding space to height of winding
space. In using this formula care must also be taken since
with transformers with a large number of coils this formula may
lead to results which are very much too large.
The resistance and weight of the windings depends
upon the following conditions.
(a) Number of turns to be used.
(b) Perimeter and hence the shape of the core.
(c) Amount of insulation used.
(d) i3pace between core ana coils, betv/een coils of secondary
and primary.
(e) Current density to be used.
(a) The number of turns to be used on the trans-
former is a very important consideration since from the equation
B - 4.44 X f z 9 X H X 10" , it is seen that for a given frequency
and e. m. f. there is the relation 9 = jj • We find the follow-
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ing condition, a large mimoer of turns mean3 a small amount of flux
and vise -versa, the prolDlem "being to ohoose those turns that will
give a maximum efficiency and in small transformers a minimum reg-
ulation with a small outlay for copper and iron.
This problem will for a given design require con-
siderable attention. The curve figure 68 will give approximate
or trial values of turns to be used for 25 and 60 cyclo transform-
ers. Conditions (b) , (c) and (d) only enter in that the mean
length of turn will be affected by changing any of these conditions.
Transformers with long thin coils have the advantage of a shorter
mean turn.
Condition (e) of course will affect the resistance
and weight of copper very materially since the current density
fixes at once the size of wire to be used and this of course fixes
its resistance per unit length. The current density varies
from 900 to 1300 amperes per square inch depending somewhat upon
the shape of the coils.
The % primary resistance is usually somewhat greater
than the % secondary sinco the low tension side is wound next to
the iron core and with the same current density will have a lower
% re .distance due to the shorter mean length of turn. This however
is not always the case as the secondary may have a higher current
density ano thus a % resistance equal to that of the primary. The,
determining factor in either case will be the shape of the coil and
the watts per square inch that it must radiate.
INSULATIONS
Porcelain is a fire proof material possessing high
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dielectric strength, tut because of its "brittleness it is only
suitable for such purposes as bushings, connection block, fuse
handles etc.
?his material finds its application in transformer
design as brushes for bringing both high and low tent ion leads
through the transformer case and also as a connection block on the
high tension side of lighting transformers. Other insulations
have been discussed in the design of direct current machines.
LOSSES
The I^R losses of the transformer are found in the
following manner.
(a) Calculate mean length of turn for both primary and sec-
ondary.
(b) From the cross section area and the total length of wire
the primary and secondary resistance may be determined.
(c) For any load the value of I and 1^ may be determined and
hence the I R losses for all loads calculated.
The core losses are found by the aid of curve
sheet number 32 the only calculations being made are the flux den
sity in the iron core and the weight of the iron.
Knowing these two losses the efficiency may be de-
termined for any load since the voltage and core loss are assumed
constant and the copper loss varies as the square of the load on
the transformer.
The following discussion shows the complex quantity
method of determining the regulation efficiency power factor etc.
of the transformer with various tjrpes of loading.
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CALGULATIOII OF THE REGULATIOIT OF A TRAUSFORIffiR
Object, to determine the regulation of a transformer
"by oalculation from calculated constants.
Theory and Method, the open circuit core loss and
|
magnetizing^ current have been obtained as previously sho^m, the
j
reactance drop in primary and secondary may be found by application
of equation 123. From these values and the resistance of the
windings it is possible to calculate the regulation of the trans-
former una-er different conditions of loading.
In calculation of regulation it is convenient to
express all quantities in percentage values. The following should
be noted,
R primary in % = resistance drop in secondary due to
i
full load current divided by primary voltage,
R secondary in % = reioistance drop in secondary due to
full load current.
X primary in % = primary reactance drop at full load
current, divided by primary voltage.
I
X secondary in % = secondary reactance drop divided by
1
i;
secondary voltage.
I a5 (conductance in » the energy component of the ex-
citing current in ^'S.
b^ (susceptance in %) the magnetizing component of the
5
exciting current in ^«
By energy current is meant the component of the
II
exciting current in phase v.'ith the electro motive force and by
I
magnetizing current the component at right angles with the elec-
I
tro motive force . Prom the above it is seen that
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the energy ourrent is evidently the core loss \'7atts divided
"by the voltmeter reading. The magnetizing ourrent is derived
from the exciting current. These values should then he expressed
in percent of the secondary full load current. In this form they
may he used as secondary conductance and susceptance if the secon-
dary receiving voltage is taken as unity. The following eciuatiom
show the development of the e^iuations in complex ciuantities. A
problem is also appended showing the application.
In figure 70, 1, 2, 3, represent any type of load;
e is the voltage across this load, assumed constant, r^ and x^ are
the secondary resistance and reactance; r5 and xg together repre-
sent the impedance offered hy the transformer on open circuit, r^
and Xg the primary resistance and reactance. Eq is the voltage
impressed on the primary.
- e
Hence
-^-x— is the regulation,e
!Che following equations may be developed:
?1 « + jx^; 22 = rg jx^; 23 = r3 + 3X3
Hence
,
1 1 ^1 - J^l
Yi = = = = r— = Et +tl Zi ri ^ jxi ^2^^ 1 1
= = -— = ------- = a^ + Jbg
22 jxg r 2+ jx 2
1
_
""S
-
:3 rg + jX3 r 3-^ 3
J- J- ^ tJ
^ 3-U
^2 ' ^2 » ^3 ' ^3 ^1 ^1 ^^^^P"*^ subscripts
or
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= A + jB
Where A = a^ a^.
B a b^ bg + bg.
The current flowing in part 4 is then.
I = e (A + jB) .
or numerically.
I = e yA2+
and the power factor of the load is
A
P =
/a^ +
The secondary impedance is e:^pressed by,
and the secondary impedance drop by
I4 Z4 « e (A + jB) (r^ + jx^)
= e((Ar4 - BZ4) + 3 ^t^) )
Hence the voltage induced in the transformer must be
TO ° t4 .4
= e ((1 + Ar^ - BX4) + 3 (^4, 2^4))
or = e (C jD).
where C « 1 + Ar^ - Bx^,
D ss Ax, Br^ -
4 4
The admittance of part 5 representing the energy and magnetizing
component of the exciting current is then,
hence
,
» e(G + jD) (a^ jb^)

e (( a C - bg E) + i (\ + a_ D) )
e (P + JG)
where P ss Sg C -
G = C -^
o ^5
^
The current in the primary is then.
.6 ,4
« e (A + jB) + e (F + jG),
« e (( A + F) + j (B + G)
,
« e fH jK).
where H « A +
K = B G.
Since ?6 * ''^6
"**
the drop due to primary impedance is.
TO •O
s e + Kr^
o
)
)
= e (L + jM)
,
where L = Hr^ - Kx- .6 *
M = Hx.
6
Hence the impressed voltage is
,
E « E^ + I :s
.6 .6
= e (C + jD) + e (L + jM)
« e (C + L) + j (D + M)
= e (N + jo)
where N = G + L,
=s D M
Humerically =* e
^
When e is taken as unity.
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To illustrate the application of this method of calculation the
following example is taken from a transformer actually installed
for operation.
100 EW, 15,000 volts primary, 2550 volts secondary, 60 cycles.
6.67 amperes primary, 42.5 amperes secondary at full load.
The experimental data for this transformer gives the following
Core loss, 1220 watts at 2550 volts.
Exciting current, 0.725 amperes at 2350 volts.
Impedance watts 1200 at 6.67 amperes.
Impedance volts 495 at 6.67 amperes.
Resistance of primary 17.96 ohms hot.
Resistance of secondary .2103 ohms hot.
The following calculations will give the values of
the necessary constants, considering full load current and receiv-
ing voltage as 100%.
Resistance, Primary 6.67 x 17.98 = 119.5
119.5 = O.QJo of 15,000.
Secondary 42.5 = 0.2103 =8.94
8.94 = .38;i of 2350.
hence
« 0.008, = 0.0038.
Open circuit test,
1220
Energy current = = 0.522 amperes,
0.522 = 1.23/^ of 42.5 amperes.
I 2 2
Magnetizing current = /.735 - .522 = 0.505 amperes,
0.505 = 1.20% of 42.5 amperes,
hence = 0.0123, "bg = -0.0120
Impedance test,
1200
Energy drop = = 180,
6.67
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180 - 1.27o of 15,000
Impedance drop = 495.
Reactance drop - iFO^ = 460.
460 = 3.08% of 15,000.
Hence
= Xq = 0.0154.
All that remains to complete tlie calculations is the
assumption of a given load..
Hon-inductive Inductive Capacity
P =
^1-
^3*
a = "2 2"
1 r^l+ x 1
1
^ 2"" ^ 2
^2= ~2~-""2-
r 2-<- X 2
1
^3- f-
V -
Asa- ag &(;
B = * +
1
D
0.8
0.8
+0.6
0.8
-0.6
0.8
-0.6
0.8
0.8
-0.6
0.8
+0.6
0.8
+0.6
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Hon-inductive Inductive Capacity
e s 1 1 1
0.0038 0.0058 0.0038
0.0154 0.0154 0.0154
C =s 1 + Ar^ - BX4 1.0039 1.0123 0.9938
0.0134 0.01004 0.0146
0.0123 0.0125 0.0125
-0.0120 -0.0120 -0.0120
F « agC - bgD 0.0125 0.01257 0.01259
-0.01186 -0.01205 -0.01175
H = A + F 1.0125 0.81257 0.8124
K « B + G -0.01186 -0.61203 +0.58823
r =
A
0.008 0.008 0.008
0.0154 0.0154 0.0154
L » Hr^ - KX5 0.00829 0.01592 -0.00255
M =s Hze + Kre 0.0156 0.0075 0.0172
JJ a C L 1.0121 1.0282 0.9913
= D + M 0.0309 0.0176 0.0318
E„ e /iJ^ + 0^ 1.0126 1.0283 0.9918
Regulation 1.26^ 2.83fo -.32^
A very convenient check on the final results may "be had
in the methods for obtaining the efficiency of the machine under
test. From E« and Ia the power input may be found, for
. o .o
W « ei e-^ i"^
and in this case, where = e (IT > jO) and 1q = ^ (H 0%)
W « (NH + OK) = Input.
The output is the product of the secondary terminal E. M. F.. e.
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and tlie energy component of the load current, eA, and hence is
Therefore
,
Eff =
Output A
Input im ^ OK
Thia value of efficiency involves all of the calculated
values except those for E (real) and those for regulation. It
may "be checked by means of the stray power or loss method, described
and used in Experiment 33, In this case the copper losses in the
primary and secondary and the eddy current losses in the conductors
are included in the impedance watts and the core loss is given as
efficiency is directly obtained.
Eff. = — _Output
Output + Losses
In the sample teiken, e = 1 and is omitted.
1.0263 0.8355 0.8053
Ok 0.0003 0.0108 -0.0187
m + OK 1.0250 0.8247 0.8240
Eff. —
M OK
97.6% 95.9fo 97^
W (Copper) 1200 1200 1200
W (iron) 1220 1220 1220
Total Losses 2420 2420 2420
Total loss in % .0242 .0242 .0242
Input loss + P 1.0242 .8242 .8242
Eff. P/Input 97.6% 97^ 97%
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DE3IGII OF A CORE TYPE TRAIJSFORIffiR
5 K* ?/. , 60 cycles, Ep = 110, Eg « 220/ll0, = 4.55 amperes,
I B 22.75/45.5.
S
Volts per turn for a 5 K. W. transformer from curve
page 127 « 1.
1100
Turns on primary = Op =
—
j- =s 1100.
E = 4.44 f n 10~^
t 1100 X 10^h « = 376,000 lines.
^ 4.44 X 60 X 1100
Assuming B a* 60,000 lines per square incli.
Cross section area of core = §Z^i.222 = 6.28 sq. in. (net)
60,000
1.1 X 6.28 = 6.9 sq.in. (gross)
6.9 = 2.63 inches.
Ilake outside diameter of core 3" x 3" in cross section.
9 - 6.9 =2.1 sq. in. (area of 4 corners cut out)
--i s .52 sq. in. (area of one corner)
4
JTEz .72"
Assume current density = 1000 amperes per square inch.
4.56 „
s .00455 sq. in. = #12 B 8o 3 wire for primary.
1000
22 75
—1— _ .02275 sq. in. = #5 B & S wire for secondary.
1000
Make ratio of height of window to width of window equal approximate-
ly to 4.
Primary consists of 2 coils, 550 turns each, 5 turns deep,
110 turns high.
Secondary consists of 2 coils, 110 turns each, 2 turns
deep, 55 turns high.
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(Pri.) Diameter #12 B. ^ S., D. C. C. = .093". Area = .0068 sq.in.
(Sec.) Diameter #5 B. 3., D. C. C. = .194". Area = .0295 sq.in.
Distance "between coils = 0.2 inches.
Thickness of insulating tape = 0.02 inches.
Mean length per turn of secondary = 2n (1.5 .325 + .234) = 12,9".
Mean length per turn of primary = 2n,(1.5 + .325 + .2 .278 ) =17 .4" .
|
i
Res. per 1000 ft. #12 B. & S. at 60 C = 1.846 ohms.
Res. per 1000 ft. #5 B. & S. at 60 C = .3642 ohms.
Total Pri. Res. = 1100 1.846 x 10"^ = 2.94 ohms.
Total Sec. Res. = 220 .3642 s 10""^ = .086 ohms.
ITet volume of core = 6.28 (11.2 x 2 + 9.3 x 2) = 258 cu. in.
Weight of core = ---- 490 = 73 pounds.
1728
(From curve) Watts core loss per pound of core at density (B =60,000)
and 60^= .82 iwatts.
73 X .82 = 59.8 watts (core loss)
59.8
-,
.
5000 =
^ ''''''
I = ^ .0544 amp. = 1.2;^ of full load.
C.L. 1100 ^
Mean length of magnetic path in iron = 2(11.2 +9.3) = 41".
Assume length of path in air per joint = .0015"*
Assume length of path in air for 4 joints = .006".
(Air) A. T. = .313 B = .313 x 60.000 x .006 = 113.
(From curve) A. T. per inch length of niagnetic path in iron = 7.
7 X 41 = 287 A.T.
Total A. T. = 113 + 287 = 400 A. T.
Maximum magnetizing current = ---- = .363 amp.
^
1100
I ^ l|55 = .257 amp. = 5.65% of full load,jiiag
.
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I « /i2 + , / .257^' .0544^ = .262 amp. = 5.76 fo*
/ Mag. ^ ^ J
N' * Total Pri. turns = 1100.
I^^a Height of coil = 10.7" = 27.2 cm.
Width of Pri. = .545" = 1.284 cm.
Y ^ Width of Sec. = .468" = 1.19 cm.
^ s Twice depth of core = 6." = 15.24 cm.
g = Distance between Pri, and Sec. = .2" = .508 cm.
Twice mean length of coils around one leg = 11.25" x 2 = 22
57.1 cm.
_ 4 n X IiaU^ (I'^H ^ 15.24 ^ 1.19_x_15.24 ^ ^qq ^ ^^5.24 +
*
^ * 2772 * r"" 3
.508 X 57.1) 10*"^ = 27,800.000 x 10"^ Henrys.
Z . = 2 n f L = 10,500,000,000 X 10"^ = 10.5 ohms.
4.55 X 10.5
% = = 4.34 fa.
^ t 1100
% * ^ Zg = 2.17 fo.
Res. of Pri. at 15 C = 1100 ^-^^^ ^^"^ = ^'^^^
||
-'-'^
I
Res. of Sec. at 15 C = 220 .3076 10"^ = .0726 ohms.
i
Lbs. per ohm of Pri. at 15 C = 12.678.
Lbs. per ohm of Sec. at 15 G = 325.01.
I
Weight of copper in Pri. = 2.484 x 12.678 = 31.5 lbs.
Weif^ht of copper in Sec. = .0726 x 325.01 m 23.6 lbs.
^ 55.1 lbs. Total.
If cost of Gn = 22 ^. per lb.
Total cost = 55.1 x'^.22 = ^12.1
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Weight of iron core = 73 lbs.
If cost of iron = 6 ^. per ITd.
Total cost = 73 X ^.06 = ^4.35
Volume of total Pri. winding = 1100 x 17.4 x .00513 = 98.3 cu.in.
Volnme of total Sec. winding = 220 x 12.9 x .026 =73.7 cu. in.
1100 X .00513 + 220 x .026
Space factor = = •-"^o.
3.3 X 11.2
Total radiating surface of Fri. =4 (17.4 x 10.7 -t- 17.4 x .546) =
782 s(l. in.
Total radiating surface of Sec. = 4 (12.9 x 10.7 + 12.9 x .468) =
576 sq.. in.
Radiating surface of core = 41 x 4 x 3 = 487 sq.. in.
Full load I R loss in Pri. = 4.55 x 2.94 = 60.8 watts.
Full load I^R loss in Sec. = 22.75^x .086 44.5 watts .
105.3 watts total.
60 6
'I Watts radiating from Pri. per sci. in, = -^gg = .078 watts.
\
T/atts radiating from Sec. per sq. in. = -~| = .07 7 watts.
= .123 watts per sq. in. radiating from core.
487
59.8
Output
Eff = 2 ;
Output + I R losses + core losses.
/ 1250 ^1/4 load Eff. = Tn5-S-T~cQ"^ *
' 1250 +
"'^ig'^ ^ 59.3
/ 2500
.^f
l/2 load Eff. = ToH-^ = ^^•^/^
2500 ^^-^
3750
3/4 load Eff. = =
3750 ^ 9/16 105.3 59.3
5000
Full load Eff. « = 96.9/0
5000 + 105.3 59.8
\6L
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1 1/4 load Eff. * = ^^-^
5250 + |a 105.3 + 59.8
Output
All day Eff. = --t—I---T • '
^ Output losses
Output for 3 hours = 3 x 5000 » 15,000 watts.
I^R loss for 3 hours = 3 x 105.3 = 3.6 watts.
Core loss for 24 hours = 24 x 59.8 = 1438 watts.
15000
^ ^
Ef^- = 15000-^316-^1438 = ^"'^
Approximate volume of coil = 74.3 x 18.2 = 1345 ou. in. = 5.84 gals
4.55 X 2.94 ^ ^ -
^ r = .01216 % a = ^ IqL
^ P 1100
22.75 X .086 ^. _
^ r « -;r;r = .0089 % b = -% I
s 220 M
Calciilat ions hy Complex :iuantities (Simplified)
P.F.3= .8 Lead P.F.3= 1 P.F.3= .8 Lag
e 1.
1 .8 1. -8
i» .6 -.6
i r .00712 .0089 .00712
s
i»x .013 -.013
3
i»r .00534 -.00534
s
i X .01735 .0217 .01735
s
e .99412 1.0089 1.02012
i
e a .01192 .0121 .01224
i
fit „ .00027 .00026 .000144la
e»^-b -.00128 -.001225 -.00068
e^b -.0562 -.057 -.0577
i .0132 .013325 .0129200
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00
i
P
i'.
P P
P^
^ P^P
P P
Reg.
®o^p
! e i
)
• Eff
.
^ I
i
P
' P.F.
: P
e_i
~p"
^o^p
.05593
.02269
.8132
.54407
,00988
.0118
.00662
.01764
.9922
.04671
.994
-.006
.807
.0254
.8324
.8
.961
.976
.859
CASE
-.05674
.0217
1.013325
-.05674
.01235
-.01232
-.00069
.022
1.03355
.04301
1.034
.034
1.048
-.00244
1.04556
1.
.958
1.014
.996
P.F.g= .8 Lag
-.057556
.01201
.81292
-.657556
.009876
-.01427
-.008
.01763
1.044265
.02164
1.044
.044
.849
-.0142
.8348
.8
.959
1.044
.765
Cross section inside = 6.3" z 6.5" + n x 3.25^= 74.2 sq. in.
i
Height of transformer + "blocks = 11.2 -f 6 + 1 = 18.2".
; Height of case = 5/4 z 18.2 = 22.75".
Thickness of case = l/4 in.
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Area of rr.diating surface (vertical only) «(2x6.2+2nx 3.5)
22,75 s 786 sq. in.
2
Total watts radiating from case = I R loss * core loss.
s 105.3 + 59.8 = 165.1 (full load)
Watts radiated per sq. in. of surface = igg^ = .21 watts per sq.in
Approximate volrane of case = 786 x l/4 + 2 x 75 x l/4 = 236 cu.in.
236
Approximate weight of case = —-g 490 = 67 lbs.
Approximate cost of case at 415.03 per ITd. of iron = ;p2.01.
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Y THE IIJDUCTIOIT I.IOTOR
In vTTiting on the desifrn of the induction motor, no
theory will he given in this thesis hut reference will here he made
to Electrical Engineering hy G. P. Steinmetz, pages 352-372, on
which pages will he found the tlieory and method of applying the
constants that will he calculated in this thesis.
IvIAGNETO MOTIVE FORCE
It has he en shown that the armature of a multiphase
alternator when supplying current to a load produces a magneto-
motive force, constant in value and fixed in space, that is fixed
with reference to the stationary part, or field, of the machine,
hut revolving with reference to the armature at synchronous speed.
Should the armature he held in a fixed position and be supplied
with a polyphase current a magneto motive force will he set up
constant in intensity hut revolving in space at a speed corres-
ponding to synchronism with the sourse of supply.
This then gives the condition for the production of a
magneto motive force in the polyphase motor. The field or stator
of a polyphase motor is wound in the same manner as the armature
of a polyphase alternating current generator and to these windings
a polyphase current is supplied the result heing a magneto motive
force is set up therein, the value of which is expressed hy the
same equation as represents the armature reactions for a polyphase
alternator. That is the magneto motive force per pole for a
polyphase induction motor is expressed as follows.
4
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M. M. ¥
where n = the numher of phases,
1^ s the effective current per phase,
K = Turns per pole per phase.
MAGIJSTIZIITG CURREIJO?
In calculating the magnetizing current the total ampere
turns per pole are found as for any of the previous machines and
the effective value of the magnetizing current provided the amp-
ere turns per pole are calculated in effective values.
LEITGTH OF LIACtNETIC PATH
The length of the magnetic path per pole for a four
pole induction motor is shown in figure 71. As shown in the
figure the length of magnetic circuit per pole includes,
fa) Once across the air gap.
(b) Once through the stator teeth.
(c) Once through the rotor teeth.
(d) From top of stator teeth to line bisecting the pole.
(e) From bottom of rotor teeth to line bisecting the pole.
obtained from an iron curve while the ampere turns for the
thi 3 value In this case
=
'he ampere turas for t-ie iron part of the circuit are
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It must he remembered that in each ease is t^ie maximnra value
of flux density and hence the value of ampere turns corresponding
will he maximum and may he reduced to effective value hy divid-
ing hy tiie
DIAJiIETER
As a trial value for the outside diameter of the rotor
the following have been found to give good results.
(a) For 60 cycle machines.
The diameter per pole should be about 3".
(b) For E5 cycle machines.
The diameter per pole should be about 7 l/S".
SLOTS PER POLE
The number of slots should be such as will make an equal
number of slots per pole per phase and may be found by assuming
the slot pitch of the machine. Slot pitch for small machines
may be taken as about l/2 inch and for large machines one inch.
A
typical Stat or and rotor slot is sho^ra in figure 72,
SLOT IIISULATIOIT
Slot insulation varies v^ith the voltage and kind of
material used. The following table gives approximate values
of
slot lining insulation.
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TABLE
Terminal volts ThiGlniess of slot lining
500 ^
1000 1.4 m ra,
2000 2.3 m ra.
4000 ^ ^*
8000 4.7 mm.
The flux per pole for the . induct ion motor can he found hy applica-
tion of the formula,
E = 4.44 X f X ? X 10"®
^7here B = impressed volta;::e per phase,
f = the frequency of this voltage,
IT = the turns per phase.
In order to determine the proper numher of conductors
on turns to he used per phase the following trial value will he
given. Wind on the stator 100 ampere conductors per inch of
periphery per inch length of air gap. For small motors
mali:e the length of air gap equal .02 inch and for t^ie largest
motors the gap length . should never he greater than .10 inch.
Assuming a gap of .03 inch there will then he 300 ampere
conductors on the p-riphery of the machine at full load and divid-
ing 300 hy full load current per winding the conductors per inch
of periphery are obtained.
FLUX DENSITY
The following tahles give approximate densities to use.
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60 Cycles Small Machines
Section
Air gap
Stator teeth
Rotor teeth
Stator hody
Rotor "body
Air gap
Stator teeth
Rotor teeth
Stator "body
Rotor hody
Air gap
Stator teeth
Rotor teeth
Stator "body
Rotor body
Density lines per square inch
20,000
40 ,000
40,000
60 . 000
60.000
60 Cycles Large Machines.
50.000
50.000 - 60.000
50.000 - 60.000
60. )00
60.000
25 Cycles Large Ivlachines.
40.000
90.000
90.000
90.000 - 100.000
90.000 - 100.000
AREA OF THE AIR GAP
Since the length of the air gap is very short in alraost
all induction motors, the area of the gap per pole may be assumed
to he enual to the area of the stator teeth per pole..
This is due to the fact that the rotor slots are very
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nearly closed and since the gap is very short there will he little
if any fringing of the flux. From the ahove table it is evident
the length of the machine can he fixed so as to obtain the proper
density in the air gap.
CORE LOSS
The core loss of the induction motor iiiay he found hy the
following process.
(a) Calculate fliix density in and weight of stator teeth.
(h) Calculate flux density in and weight of stator body.
Prom curve 32 find the watts lost per pound and then the total
stator loss in stator.
(c) Add to this loss 20^0 for rotor loss and the sum will give
the total hysteresis and eddy current losses of the motor.
CORE LOSS CURREIT
The core loss current per phase will then be total core
loss per phase divided by the voltage per phase and in percent
will
be the core loss current per phase divided by full load current
per phase or, 1^.
s 7o core loss current.
"^s
The exciting or no l o-v-i current will then be,
I « /i ^ + 1^ , where = the magnetizing current
ex .
>J
c
per phase as previously calculated.
STATOR RESISTAITCE
The current density in the stator may be assumed as 2000
j
ampere per square inch, which gives the size of the stator wire as |
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follows
,
Area of wire in square inches =
Full load current
2000
The length of one turn in inches on the stator may he taken as.
2 L + 10 -
,
where
L as length of stator in inches,
D s diameter of rotor in inches,
P = number of poles.
Hence from the ahove the resistance per phase winding may he cal-
culated. The resistance in percent then equals.
Resistance per phase x Pull load current
Voltage per phase
ROTOR
The current flowing in each rotor bar of a squirrel cage
induction motor at full load may he found hy the following equation.
r
where I = ciirrent in stator windings at full load,3
= total number of conauctors on stator,
• Z a total bars on the rotor,
r
I full load current in each rotor bar.
r
The size of the bar may next be found by assuming a
current density of 2000 to 2500 amperes per square inch or the area
of rotor bar in square inches will equal ^^qq *
Now the rotor bars are short circuited by two rings one
at each end of the rotor and therefore the resistance of the whole
rotor must be calculated.
Let fugure 73 represent a squirrel cage rotor.
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Let the revolving field "be represented "by tlie two def-
inite poles.
Let the oiitside circle represent one ring and the inside
circle the other and let the radial lines represent the rotor con-
ductors. Then at any instant the arrows on the conductors and
at the side of the ring represent the flow of current.
Let = total conductors on the rotor.
Zj. a either l/2 the stator slots - 1, or
«= the stator slots - 1,
and usually there is not more than two bars per slot.
Let I = the effective current per tar = — -— and is
assumed to he the same value in all "bars on the rotor. From the
figure it is evident that the current in the rotor hars on one
side of the rotor flows from ring 2 to ring 1 and on the opposite
side from ring #1 toward ring #2. It is also evident that the
current in har #1 is not in phase with the current in bar #3 or
#4, and therefore the current in the ring section (a - h) will he
the vector sum of the current from har 1, 2, 3, 4 etc. or all
"bars hetween point a and point b.
For a two pole machine it is evident that l/4 the con-
ductors furnish current to any section of the ring and if we add
these currents properly as regards phase relation we have, that
the current in any section of the ring of a two pole machine will
be the vector sum of all bar currents feeding any section of the
rinff.
2 Z^
J _ ^ t - _i i for a two T50le machine or,
^R - ""4 n 2n
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Z I
T a ^ for P pairs of poles, where I-d is the current
R 2nP ^
in any section of the ring.
Now let D =s the diameter of the ring in inches and let
(I) a the resistance of the ring per inch length,
r
Then the loss in one ring will he,
and the loss in hoth rings will be,
2 I
Substituting for 1^^ its value -|^p-, the loss in both rings becomes,
""*E ? n
Now let = resistance of one bar. Then the total
loss in the bars will be,
2^ 1^2 0)^^ and the total loss in the
rotor is.
2 2
i 4- 2 I co-u
-^r b
2 n
,
or representing this
loss by L,
L =
—
r^"" *
"h
The effective resistance of the rotor reduced to equival-
ent stator resistance per phase is for an n phase motor r^.
r., = ---p . where I = full load current of the stator per phase.
The rotor rings may be made to carry a current density
of from 2000 to 3000 amperes per s'luare inch and are usually made
of brass which has a resistance about three times that of copper,
rrr 1.998
The resistance is about per inch cube. For brass about -j-^-
per inch cube.
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STATOR Ain) ROTOR REAOTAITCE
The stator and rotor reactances are found the proper
application of formula 102 . That is the formula is applied
at least twice to the stator and the average restilt taken as sta-
tor reactance.
The stator slot is first placed so that the opening at
the air gap is exactly over the center of the rotor tooth and
secondly so that the stator slot opening is exactly above the slo"
opening of the rotor, then the average reactance as calculated
in these two positions is taken as the primary reactance.
To get reactance in % multiply the calculated value hy
the full load stator current and divide hy the voltage per phase.
The same process is used for the rotor except that when the rotor
reactance X„ is calculated in ohms, it is reduced to equivalent
stator reactance hy multiplying X by the ratio of transformation
squared.
Or X,^ equivalent stator
And X 'equivalent in % « where Eg = the stator
voltage per phase.
SmiATIOlI OP COIJSTAITTS.
Let r, = primary resistance per phase in ohms as calcul-
ated.
Then io primary resistance = .
Let ro « rotor resistance reduced to equivalent stator
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resi stance as given alDOve.
r X
Then - = rotor resistance in yo reduced to primary.
JJig
Let I = core loss current, then
c
(a) the conductance in % is,
I_ where I is the full
c
I- load stator current.
Let I - magnetizing current, then
m
EQ,
(h) the susceptance in % is -— .
Let = stator reactance in ohms, then the stator
reactance in fo will he Ig
Let Z rotor reactance in ohms reduced to equivalent
3
stator reactance, then the equivalent stator reactance will he.
The ahove constants are all that are necessary to cal-
culate the preformance curves of an induction motor hy the anal-
ytical method as mentioned on page
A study of the derived curves and the factors governing
them will lead to the satisfactory design of an induction.



